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Allne Tauzin, Contes arabes de Mauritanie. (Collection "Hommes et Sociétés", dirigée
þar Jean Copans). Éditions Karthala, Pa¡is 1993. xv+204+84 pp.

This book is a corpus of Arabic narratives in the f/assrinîya dialect collected in eastern
Mauritania during four field study periods between 1981 and 1991. The work belongs to
a French-Mauritanian cooperative project called Traditíons écrites, Traditions orales,
run by the Institut mauritanien de la Recherche scientifique, Nouakchott, and the
Ministère de la Coopération, Pa¡is.
The twenty-eight nanatives published in the collection represent two different main
types: casual narratives (contes "en contexte") and traditional narratives (mredda, pl.
mrãdd, or rwãye, pl. rwayat), The latter are restricted to a few specific social contexts,
especially evening entertainments; it would actually be ridiculous to narrate them in the
daytime. According to the author, this genre can be expected to die out in the nea¡ future.
Typical narratives of this type are fictive miraculous stories and tales in which animals
speak.

In the collection the narratives are arranged into the following classes: humorous
stories, stories about sagacity, stories about women's cunning (keyd en-nisãy), demon
stories, stories about blacksmiths and slaves, and stories for children. The traditional narratives have a relatively established form, and their style is characterized by stock expressions and the frequent use offixed opening and closing formulas, such as gãl lek ma gãl
lek enhe ellã ... , narba¡ n<ãlí we ntemm mãli, ya<melni ntemm sãlamwe n¡addhe, gamt
ãne níekk íãy. Nl stories published here are fictive; the collection does not contain any
non-fictive Bedouin narratives associated with tribal history or tribal values.
The introduction is instructive, the transcription is accurate and consistent, the good
French translation printed on the facing pages is readily at hand, the texts are furnushed
with relevant notes, and the glossary of more than six hundred entries is well organized;
in short, the documentation of the collection is excellent. On the other hand, no references
to other scholarly literature are given, nor is the place ofthe local na¡rative tradition within
a wider cultural framework discussed. This, of course, leaves the interested reader rather

hungry.
The text has also been published in vocalized Arabic script which radically differs
from the majority of dialect texts using Arabic script; this text is completely free from
Arabic orthographic conventions and clearly aims at a strictly phonetic description. Thus,
for example, the / of the article is only written when pronounced as such, but when it has
been assimilated to the following consonant, its presence is only marked by the symbol of
gemination. In accordance with the principle of phonetic script, the sing. st. abs. feminine

marker -al-e in nouns is marked by the vowel sign/atþa above the final consonant,
whereas the conventionalhã' is omitted. Some solutions are admittedly problematic.
Thus, the vocalic realization r¡ of the conjunction w is-even after a vowel-rendered
by alif carrying hamza and(amma, which actually would imply the pronunciation
)u, which is not the case. The other initial short vowels are written in a simila¡ way. In
the Tableau de transcription (p. XV), the Arabic hamza is surprisingly transcribed by ø.
The notation of vowel quantity seems to be strictly phonetic; thus, vowels in word-final
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position are marked as being long only when they are realized as phonetically long,
(y¡w plus vowel signs, whereas
I
e.g.ta'¡íhã lu and fuyyatú /i are written t<¡yh'>l and
mãii, iíi, dãru are written m)i, 'i, and d)r and plus vowel signs, respectively.
The linguistic structure of the language of the narratives has not been discussed,
which is only natural, since this is exactly the language thoroughly described by David
Cohen in his excellent monograph Le dialecte arabe llassãníya de Mauritanie (Paris
1963). In keeping with the character of the book, no reference to Cohen is made. The
texts constitute a rich and reliable source for linguistic study. Thus, they give ample evi
dence of many interesting linguistic features discussed by Cohen, e.g. the parallel occurrence of the two style variants /g/ and lql, as well as lQl and l4l, the first-mentioned
phonemes occurring in genuine Bedouin-type dialect \r/ords, whereas the latter are either

or sedentary variants, e.g' gãl'sry', gõrn'get up', gdem'heel', vrig'camp',
begya'cow', ganvdd 'hedgehog', gaqg 'descend', gba( 'grasp', 4dg'taste',
axSa¡ 'green', thûre'rear wall'; cf. xdleg ¡ãíeI'once there was a ma¡', but maxlûq
mulãne 'a human being (created by Our Lord)', þaqqlþagg 'truth', qají'business
fuçh,ã

affairs', qazmîr 'thick forest', qãrev el-me 'he scooped water', beqVaV'small peads',

qã(i'judge'.
As is well known, the use of the variant lql is not due tofuçþã or sedentary
interference alone, but in most cases it is the genuine reflex of the older /$/. To help the
reader recognize these cases, the author points out this reflex in the glossary under every
relevant item, although catling the cæes inexactly "realizations of the Classical ¡i".
The diachronic development ¿'> g seems to have been unconditioned; some examples occurring in the texts arc meqreb'evening', qowl'ghottl, ogte',qãbe'forest',

qne 'he became rich',qnem'sheep', qanna'sing', mqat, 'stfetch', rqa 'foam',
tqõled 'stroll'. Only seldom do two variants occur side by side, e.g. sqírls!ír'little'.
The feature is not only known from the Mauritanian $assãnlya dialect, but it is regular in

most dialects of ïVest Algerian and South Moroccan Sahara; in addition' sporadic
examples have been attested in a few dialects of the Arabian Peninsula, see e.g. H.-R.
singer in w. Fischer & o. Jastrow, Handbuch der arabischen Díalekte, p.252; J.
Grand'Henry, Les parlers arabes de la région du Mzãb (sahara algérien), p. 16; J.
Cantineau, tî,tudes sur quelques parlers de nomades arabes dOrient,I, p.39, II, p.
144; C. de Landberg, Ila(ramoût, p. 485.
As a rich and well-documented corpus of genuinely dialectal, interesting texts, Aline
Tauzin's book is a valuable contribution to the study of Arabic popular literature and

folklore

as

well

as the

Hassãnlya dialect.
HEÛO<I PALVA

Tetsuo Nlshio, A Basic Vocabulary of the Bedouin Arabic Dialect of the Jbãli Tribe
(Southern Sinai). (Studia Sinaitica I). Institute for the Study of Languages and
Cultures of Asia and Africa. Tokyo 1992.238 pp.
This book is a result of two freldwork periods in the vicinity of al-Tär and Wadi el-Feyran
in southern Sinai, from November 1990 to January 1991, and from December l99l to
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January 1992. As the author points out in the lntroduction, the dialects spoken in Sinai
have previously not been subject of linguistic studies. This does, however, not mean that
these dialects have remained completely undocumented. Haim Blanc in his well-known
pioneer study "The Arabic Dialect of the Negev Bedouins", Proceedings of the Israel
Academy of Science and Humaníties,4 (1970), pp. 112-150, gives a good description

of the linguistic structure of the dialect of the Qullãm tribe living in the district of
Beersheva in the Negev. The description is in broad outlines relevant to a large area, since
dialects of the same type are spoken not only in the Negev but in Sinai as well. Thus, a

reprint of Blanc's article is included in Frank H. Stewart's Texts in Sinai Bedouín Law
1-2, Mediterranean Language and Culture Monograph Series 5, Wiesbaden 1988-90.
Stewart's superbly edited and annotated texts give ample linguistic material for the
genuine dialect of the Aþaywãt tribe of central Sinai, and they also show how closely
akin this dialect is to the Qullãm dialect described by Blanc. Stewart's têxts are followed
by a 95-page glossary as well as by a list ofphrases comprising 164 fixed expressions.
Much linguistic material from Sinai is also found in Clinton Bailey's Bedouin Poetry
from Sinai and the Negev: Mirror of a Culture, Oxford 1991. Although the language
of the poems is not any local or regional vemacular dialect but rather a regional variety of
the koine language of oral Bedouin poetry, this collection with its good glossary is most
valuable from the linguistic point of view as well. Moreover, dialects of the same type arc
spoken in southern Jordan as well as on the eastem coast of the Gulf of'Aqaba and the
regions of Hisma and l.Ianat al-Riha in northwestern Saudi Arabia; for an overview, see
Heikki Palva, Is there a North West Arabian Dialect Group? Festgøbe fiir Hans-Rudolf
Sing,er, Hrsg. Martin Forstner, Frankfurt am Main/Bern/l.lew York/Paris 1991, pp. 151166, and further references there.
The history of the Jbãli tribe is closely connected to that of the monastery of St.
Catherine; Nishio, quoting the Ch¡onicle of Eutychius, Patriarch of Alexandria in the 9th
century, and a document preserved in the library of the monastery, describes the tribe as
the offspring of the group of slaves collected from Bosnia, Wallachia and Alexandria in
the 6th century A.D. and sent to work in the monastery and to protect it. According to

Max Freiherr von Oppenheim, Die Beduinen, Band II, Die Beduinenstiìmme in
Palöstína, Transjordanien, Sinai, I!ediaz, Leipzig 1943, not referred to by Nishio, this
tradition might be corect (p. 165). Even at present, the servants of the monastery are
Jbãli tribesmen, mostly engaged in agriculture, or sometimes in commercial activities.
Part of the tribe live independently of the monastery, many of them in al-ftir, the
administrative center of the province. The tribesmen have a complex identity; on the one
hand, they see themselves as Greeks or descendants of Greeks, on the other they, as the
result of social contacts including intermarriage with local Bedouin tribes, have a strong
inclination toward Bedouin identity. Although they have been converted to Islam, they
still venerate not only Moses and Aaron but St. George and St. Catherine as well.
According to Nishio, "their conversion to Islam was a comparatively recent affair" (p. x),
whereas von Oppenheim mentions that Eutychius already makes a remark on their
conversion. Referring to Jean Louis BurckhardÍ's Travels in Syria and the Holy Land,
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London 1822,pp.562-564, he supposes that some tribesmen still were Christian at the
beginning of the lSth century.l

The lexical items of Nishio's vocabulary were collected according to Linguistic
of a
Questionnaire for Arabic Basic Vocabulary, tentatively made by him on the basis
(Institute
Asia
and
Africa
one-thousand-item edition of Linguistic Questionnaire for
for the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, Tokyo 1966), in accordance
with the arrangement of lexical items proposed in Questionnaire for Basic Vocabulary
by Hattori Shiro. In the entries the dialectal items are preceded by their English, Japanese
and Modem Standard Arabic counterparts. The items are grouped in 27 thematic classes,
such as I Pa¡ts of body, III Food, V Tools, VI Life and War, X Language and communication, XW Mental action, XXIII Time, XXVU Particle. The vocabulary is provided with
English and Japanese indices, while the Arabic items are only found under these thematic
classes. This implies that the vocabulary is basically English-Arabic and Japanese-Arabic'
The lexical material was collected from th¡ee informants only, but they represent
three generations: a man, 82 years of age, his 49-year-old daughter-inJaw, and her 19year-old daughter. The two ñrst-mentioned informants were "similar to each other in their
daily speech", evidently representing the 'genuine' dialect of the tribe, while the idiolect

of the youngest informant showed some interference from the dialect spoken in al-Tär.
When differences between generations occur, they have been pointed out. Attention has
also been drawn to suspected borrowings from Cairene Arabic, although not very systematically; thus, the future form, which undoubtedly has been borrowed from sedentary
Egyptian Arabic, is given without any notice: ana hadris'ogb lada 'I will study after
lunch,, ana hadris ,ogbam(a)-atÊadda 'I will study after I have lunch' (p. 165).
The demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative adverbs display several interesting
forms. In the singular, the proximal demonstrative has two main variants, da (de) and
hãda (hãde) (masc.), e.g. iggatam Qa, haggalam da, hdda ggalam 'this pen';qli and

halbint di, hAdi lbint'this girl' (p. 180). The shorter type
da, di, although pronounced with retained interdental, is probably a relatively recent
bogowing from Lower Egypt. The borrowed type also occurs in the plural, but only in

h,ã*i $em.), e.g. ithint

!i,

masculine: terjal dõ/these men'. All the remaining forms belong to the older'genuine'
local dialect: glel/ (masc.): terial {ell, haleriãl lell'fhese men', dellet (fem'): ilþarlm
pronouns
dellet, halharím dettet 'these women'(p. 181). All the distal demonstrative
given in the vocabulary clearly represent the local dialect: dallõka'those' (masc')

datldket (fem.), e.g. terjal datlãka, haleridl dallctka'those men', ilbanãt dallõket,
halbanõt dalt,ãket 'those girls'(p. l8lf.). To my knowledge, the forms dell, dellet'
datt,ãka and datlaket have not bêen attested in other dialects; signiñcantly, however,
,,The

monks told me that in the last century thele still remained several families of Christian Bedouins who had not embraced Islamism; and that the last individual of this description, an old woman,
¿ied in l?50, and was buried in the garden ofthe convent", Burckhardt,p. 564. According to
Burckhardt, there still was no intermaÍiage between the Jbãla and olher tribes: "the Djebalye intermarry only among themselves, and form a separate community of about one hundred and twenty
armed men. [..,] The Djebalye still remain the s€rvants of the convent; parties of three attend in it by
turns, and are the only Bedouins who are permitted lo enter within the walls; [,..] Some of them
encamp as Bedouins in the mountains surrounding the peaks of Moses and St. Catherine, but the
greateipart are settled in the gardens belonging to the convent, in those mountains", ibid" p. 563.
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they display a feature sha¡ed by most, if not all, dialects of the North West Arabian dialect
group, viz. the gemination of /L/, which has not been reported in other dialect groups of
Arabic; cf.. haþlla, ha(alldk etc. (Ahaywãt, Sinai; Stewart, Texts 2, Glossary; BdäI,
Petra; Raslan Bani Yasin & Jonathan Owens, The Bduul dialect of Jordan, Anthropo'
logícal Lìnguistics 26:2 (1984), pp.202-232; p. 219), hõQal(lah), hõQallõk(ah) (Qullãm, the Negev; Blanc, Negev, p. 144), hadollak (Bedouin of the Meditenanean Coastal

Plain; Leonhard Bauer, Das paliìstinische Arabisch, 4. Atfl. Leipzig 1926; p. 73),
(Afiye, NW Saudi Arabia; Palva, North rü/est Arabian, p. 164;
hadalla, hadallak (Bani
HwëÍãt, South Jordan; id., Characteristics of the A¡abic dialect of the Hwëfãt tribe,
Orientalia Suecana 33-35 (1984-86), pp. 295-312; p. 298).
The form of the demonstrative adverb 'here' is actually unique and etymologically
obscure: nhõni; a shorter variant occurs in the phrase nhd winhã'here and there'. At
first glance these suggest a metathetic development:. < hna: cf. Negev hniy, hniyyih,
hniydnih, hniyãntiy, Blanc, p. 146. Side by side with the local forms, Lower Egyptian
hena, heni are used (p. 182). The distal demonstrative adverb 'there'is a parallel case:
henõt is the old genuine, historically problematic form which is used side by side with
the koine borrowings hnãk and henãk. In intenogative pronouns, too, koine borrowings occur side by side with the genuine dialectal forms, e.g. wên andfen (K-form),
mítën ñd unra (K-form), këf and izzãy (K-form) (p. l8a)'
There are many frrrther examples of dialect levelling. Thus, the bipartite negations are
making their way into the local dialect; the common sedentary formmafii 'there is not' is

gaining ground at the cost of the genuine mã[\ ma-fr negation (p. 195); cf. also lissø
majãi'he has not come yet' (p. 188). The genitive exponents are of three different
types: the probably 'genuine' local íagl and two borrowed forms, i.e. the Peninsular
Arabic hagg and the most common Egyptian Arabic bta< (pp. 192-194). Scattered examples of phonetic interference from sedentary dialects can also be found: taskara
'ticket' (p. 7l), þaddûte 'story, tale' (p.74),tali side by side vtith !øli'snow' (p.
l2O), tallaj'freeze'(p. 120). As in other dialects spoken in Sinai and the Negev, the socalled å-imperfect, which is a typically sedentary trait, has become well established:
byun(ur lêhä'he is looking at her' (p. I l).
The book was published surprisingly soon after the fieldwork was completed. This
bears evidence of great effectivity, but the haste has also led to lots of misprints, some of
which have been corrected in an attached list of conigenda. Unfortunately, too many remain uncorrected. In addition, a few items seem to be mistakenly transcribed, e.g. þõ;a
p. 35, p. 142,hõsa p. 101 'knife', for xõ;a (cf. Stewart, Texts 2, Glossary: xõçah
'knife whose blade has only one edge'); itþ,ãnag 'to quarrel'p.45, for ítxãnaç; þarraf
'speak, talk'p. 72, for xarraf (cf. Stewart, Texts 2, Glossary: xrf ll'to tell ø s-o', V
'to talk'; cf. also Palestinian Arabic); yõm-eççabt'Saturday' p. 205, for yöm essabt.It
is also difficult to believe that the singular form yõm is used after the numerals three to
ten, e.g. þlattiyyõm, furba<tiyyõm (sic),xamsetiyyõm, sittiyyõm, etc. p. 16ó' Some
uncertain remarks are provided with a question mark, e,g, abulþosën cf. lit. 'a father of
the small horse (?)' p. 135; this should be read abu l-þoçên, 'father of the little fortress',
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case is mizòn'squafe' p. 56, a Cqunterit possibly be explained as a pseudocould
part of the Literary Arabic maydãn, mîdãn;
*mayfrn,
pronounced with sibilant substitute?
correct form, as if from
As the first linguistic document from southern Sinai, Nishio's book is a pioneer

with reference to the fox's cave. A problematic

work which substantially adds to our knowledge of the North West Arabian dialect
group. In addition to the basic vocabulary of the Jbãli tribe, it provides us with much
morphological information.
}IETKKI PALVA

Tetsuo Nishio, The Arabic Dialect of Qift (Upper EgypÐ. Grammar and Classified
Vocabulary. Institute for the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa.
Tokyo 1994.332pp.
This is another monograph by Tetsuo Nishio which is a result of the same two fieldwork
periods in 1990-91 and I99l-92 as the monograph reviewed above, and an additional
period from December 1993 to January 1994. The town of Qiff (Gift) lies in Upper
Egypt, about 25 km south of Qina (Gina), the capital of the province' and about 50 km
north of Luxor, but Nishio's fieldwork was made in southern Sinai; to quote the author
himself: "It is at the excavations in al-Tär that the main body of my linguistic interviews
were made with them" (p. 16).This rather surprising information is due to the fact that
eiftis have a special place in the history of Egyptian archaeology. Since Sir Flinders
petrie's days in the 1890s they have been known as skilful workers at archaeological excavations, and the oldest (ca. 50 years) of Nishio's three informants tflas on€ of the Qifti
experts working in al-Tär during Nishio's fieldwork. The other lwo,27 and 19 years of
age, represent the younger generation.
The author opens the chapter "Grammatical Characteristics" with a short overview of
previous studies on ga(Idi Egyptian Arabic, mentioning A. A. Khalafallah's,{ Descrip'

tive Grammar

of ss,í:di

Egyptían colloquial Arabic, The Hague

&

Paris 1969,

Madiha Doss' L¿ dialecte sa'idi de ta Régíon de Menya, Th. 3èms c., univ. Pa¡is III,
1981, and G. A. Wahab's Études contrastives du Français standard du vocalìsme et
du dialecte de Minía (Haute-Egypte), Th. Jème s., Univ. Paris III, 1983. Peter
Behnstedt & Manfred V/oidich, Die ögyptisch-arabíschen Dialekte is mentioned as

well, but only Band 2, Dialektatlas von i\gypter¡, Wiesbaden 1985, but as far as the
$a<idi dialects are concerned, the only reference to it is the following: "This atlas covers
principal towns and villages in Upper Egypt, but unfortunately Qit is not included in their
research points" (p. 25). Thus it seems that Nishio has not at all been interest€d in the
place of the dialect of Qift among the $a'Idi dialects. In spite of the author's promise to
"give as many titles as possible containing linguistic materials about the related dialects"
(p,25, note 9), neither \ù/oidich's important articles "Bemerkungen zu den arabischen
Dialekten Mittelägyptens", ZAL I (1979), pp. 54-63, and "Ein arabischer Bauerndialekt
aus dem südlichen oberägypten", nMG n4 0974), pp. 42-58, nor-astonishinglyP. Behnstedt & M. Woidich, Díe ägyptisch-arabischen Dialekte, Band 3. Texte II.
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IlL Oasendialekte, Wiesbaden 1988, have been included.
The scope of the study is rather narrow. It contains a purely descriptive chapter on
the grammar (pp. 25-87), a classified vocabulary (pp. 91-278), English Index (pp. 281294), Japmese Index (pp.297-3lO), and Arabic Index (pp. 313-332; comprises Literary
A¡abic items). The linguistic terminology has been correctly used, and the grammatical

NìItaldíalehe

tables are clear, many of them even occurring twice, both in the grammatical description
and the vocabulary. The abbreviations are sometimes puzzling, e.g, azwãr (pl.) (M) (cf.
< Cl.A.) (p. 95). Comparing this with the innumerable cases in which the abbreviation
cf is used, the reader finds that the author does not seem to be aware of its meaning

"compare" (Lat, confer ).
Considering the circumstances of the fieldwork, a question spontaneously presents
itself, viz. how representative of the local dialect can the idiolects of the informants
possibly be who habitually live and work in different parts of the country? It is admittedly
a major merit of the study that the informants repr€sent different age $oups and that the
differences in their speech habits have been pointed out. This gives a realistic picture of
the ongoing dialect levelling process, but to what extent the speech habits of the three
informants reflect the actual linguistic situation in Qift, is a thing that we only can guess. It
is to be regretted that the author has not had any informants from the oldest generation
available, nor has he had any female informants, nor informants who do not work outside
the town.

The perhaps best-known phonetic hallmark of the dialects at the bend of the Nile in
an area that also comprises Qiff, the ldl reflexof. jim, occurs in the idiolect of Nishio's
oldest informant (O), e.g, de'he came', damal 'camel', ddld 'skin', þadar 'stone',
radil 'a man', madnün 'mad' (p. 28), whereas the younger informants (Y = 19 years,
M=27 years) use other reflexes: rigil, rigilën, rjûl'foot'(Y, Cairene reflex), rig'|,
rig'lën, rijûl (M, mainly Upper Egyptian reflex). Also the glottalized /[/ [f'], reported by
Behnstedt and Woidich for this area, sometimes occurs, "especially when it occurs in the

final position" (p. 29).
In verbal morphology, the lst p. pl, niktibu form in the imperfect reported by Behnstedt and Woidich as predominant ("vorherrschend") in this area, is not mentioned by
Nishio, which might imply that even his informant O does not use it. However, the reader
does not learn anything of its eventual use in Qif[ itself. Levelling devices are very
common in the idiolects of Nishio's informants, probably much more common than in the
speech of the inhabitants of Qift in general. Thus, the only forms mentioned by Nishio for
'here'and'there'are hina, hena; hndk,cf. Behnstedt & IVoidich: hina, hinêti; hirlãk,
hiykhdti. Similarly, the only genitive exponent given by Nishio is bita'(M, O), iåtd(
(Y), cf. Behnstedt & Woidich: hinîn,lurrher south: ihnín, ihnlt, ihniyyîn, ihniyyãt,
further north: iugul, ihnín,According to Nishio, 'when?' in Qifti is imte, imta (Y), or
mite (M, O), and 'how?' is izzõy, while they, according to Behnstedt and Woidich, in a
large area around the bend of the Nile are mèta and kef, respectively.

Both the grammatical description and the vocabulary are technically faultless, and,
apart from some misprints, they undoubtedly render authentic information about the
speech habits of the three Qifti informants. However, a reader who wishes to find well-
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documented information about the dialect of Qift and its place among the dialects spoken
at the bend of the Nile, is left uninformed. Only in a few of the numerous relevant cases
the author has provided a lexical item or a gramnatical form with a note that it is a
borrowing from either Literary Arabic or from the dialect of Cairo.
The author writes (p. l8): "my principle is to give as much or [?] crude information
as possible, including not only the data of linguistic variation but also the ethnographic
data, for the purpose of a future analysis." To be sure, much work-above all fieldwork
in eifl-remains to be done before a study is ready which deserves the title of this book.
I{ETKKI PALVA

Kamal Moubadder, Poetry of Resistance in Mt. 'Ãmil 1982-85. Stockholm University, Institute of Oriental Languages' Stockholm 1994' 370 pp'
The subject of this Ph.D. dissertation is the resistance poetry composed during the Israeli
occupation ofsouth Lebanon in 1982-85 and collected by the author during a fieldwork
period from December 1985 to the end of March 1986. The collection, which in its entirety has been published in the Appendix of the study, comprises 80 poems by 16 poets.
One of the merits of the study is that without the author's efforts most of the poems
would certainly have disappeared. The fieldwork was been done early enough to ñnd the
greatest part of the still existing material and to interview all the poets while the back-

ground of the poems still was fresh in memory. According to the author's estimation,
about 40 percent of the total poetic production written in the a¡ea in Literary Arabic during
the occupation is included, which implies that the collection is fairly representative. The
work is very authentic indeed: the author interviewed the poets asking them about their

motives for writing resistance poetry and its intended audience, their views on the form,
measure, language, and themes of their poems, as well as their opinions about the occupation. All these aspects are systematically dealt with in chapters II The literary attitude,
ITI The thematic content, IV The language, and V The forms, for the most part in a rather
uncomplicated, descriPtive waY.
The poems were originally recited in the $usayniyya-a building often close to the
cemetery in almost every Shi'ah tolvn and village in southern Lebanon-as a part of
funeral ceremonies of martyrs of the resistance movement or civilians who died in the
shellings, or of the meetings held later on, especially the third, seventh and fortieth day
after the death. The ceremonies are usually opened by a Mulla who talks about the afterlife, reminding the audience of their religious duties' Then a local poet reads a poem

eulogizing the deceased. In the circumstances of military occupation the character of the
meetings was not only religious but also political'
Among the sixteen poets, nine had composed poetry other than resistance poetry.
Only one of the poets is female, and her poetry clearly differs from her male colleagues'
compositions in several respects. She started commenting on the frrst attacks immediately
when they were launched, while the others waited one or two years. According to
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Moubadder's characterization, "[She] shows no attachment to any regional or religious
entities. She is, also, alone in showing an attachment to humanity in general" (p. 99). She
is also described "as the only poet to deny any intention of writing 'resistance poetry"' (p.
135). The other poets generally stress their identity using the terrns walon and umma,
the former of which refers to South Lebanon and the latter to Islam. For one poet only the
walan is Lebanon; for no one is it the "fuab homeland". It is also interesting to note that
the passivity of the Arab leaders is criticized more harshly than the Israeli army or
leadership. To be sure, the Shi'ah resistance movement was not looked upon favourably
by Arab regimes which did not wish to support the growing political influence of Islam,
least of all that of Shi'ah.

Not quite unexpectedly, the poetry of resistance adheres to the traditional poetic diction. The committed platform poets have naturally not resorted to old, mediaeval rhetoric
of the classical qaçîda as many poets of the nahda movement did, nor have they followed the stylistic ideals of most Palestinian and Algerian resistance poets. In order to
reach as large audience as possible, the South Lebanese resistance poets use simple language, traditional verse form, conventional diction, and clear symbols. The rhetoric character of the poems appears from the frequent use of apostrophe and/or imperative in the
opening line, and sometimes throughout the poems. Other typical rhetoric devices are the
high frequency of particles of confirmation and negation and the use of collective language (lst p. pl.).
Technically, the book shows some influence from Arabic typography. In the orthography there are several strange forms, too, e.8. Salagiquan (p.31'for Seliuq orSa/júq), Monoeteleum (p. 192, for Homoeoteleuton\,The references are sometimes careless, and, what is methodically more serious, the lines quoted from the poems are not
always identical with the original text published in the Appendix, but the author has without any cornment'corrected' them.
In spite of some methodological shortcomings, Moubadder's book is an interesting,
authentic document of popular Arabic poetry in a special, well-defrned historical situation.
HEIKKIPALVA

Annemarie Schimmel (transl. and intr.), Make a Shield from Wisdom. Selected
Verses from Nã$ir-i Khusraw's Divân. London 1993. 108 pp.
In her new book, Professor Schimmel introduces Nã$ir-i Khusraw, the great Ismaili
writer of the I lth century, to the reading public as a poet. His Safarnama has been
translated into several languages, and his fame in wider circles than those working in
the field of Ismaili theology and philosophy has been based on this short but charming
travelogue.
Schimmel expresses the aim of the present book quite clearly: "This translation of a
small number of N'-is-i Khusraw's qaçídas is intended as a frrst step toward a better
understanding of his thought." This aim has surely been realized; Professor Schimmel's

style is as vivid and inspiring as always, and the reader can hardly avoid being
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absorbed by the write/s enthusiasm.
The book consists of an introduction to Nãçir-i Khusraw's life, thought and activity

l-a3) and a selection of his verse (pp. 44-96), together with a select bibliography and an index of personal names. The introduction has little new to add to his
biography, but it conveniently sums up what is known of him. As Professor Schimmel
bases the introduction largely on Nãçir's poems and inserts her own comments and
interpretation between the translated qaçÎdas, the two parts do not in fact differ much
as a poet (pp.

from each other.
professor Schimmel has not provided a dry philological translation of the poerns;
she has tried to convey to the European reader some of the artistic values of the originals. One of the best tfanslated pieces is on pp. 59-60 where Schimmel is at her
best-fluent and easy-and the uanslation does retain much of the charm-like rh¡hm
of the original with its ever-repe ated radilMuhammad. One can only congratulate the
author for this masterful piece in a language which is not her mother tongue.
JAAKKO TIIiIVGEN-ANÍTILA

M. Glünz, Die panegyrische qaçIda bei Kamãl ud-dÏn Ismã'Îl
ter Texte und Studien 47 ). 1993.

aus Isfahan.

(Beiru'

The work of Dr. Glünz is a very welcome addition to the regrettably small number of
studies on individual authors of Persian literature (other than Rüml-, Hãfrp and Sa'di).
In his book, Glünz studies the panegyric poetry, mainly qaçidas, of KamãladdÎn (d.
1237). His study is based on the whole panegyrical corpus of KamãladdÏn' and the
author is quite convincing in his analysis of the poems. Among other things, he shows
(in Chapter 2) how the qaSÎda of Kamãladdln consists of four parts, the second of
which-the encomiun>is the centre of the poem'
The third chapter of the book discusses the poetic language of KamãladdÎn, and
shows the masterful touch of the thirteenth-century poet as well as the keen eye of the

twentieth-century analYst.
Last but not least, the book contains the translations of almost 10(X) verses, including four complete qaçIdas, of Kamãladdln's poetry, mostly for the first time in any
lVestern language, so that it can be specially recommended for the non-Iranist audience. In short, Dr. Glünz has made a valuable contribution to the study of Classical
Persian literature.
JAAKKO }II|MEEN.ANTNLA

Dâstãnha-ye Sirin. Fitnfzig persische Volksbttchlein aus der
zweiten Hälfte des zwanzigsten Jahrhunder¡s. (Abhandlungenfíir díe Kunde des
Morgenlandes 50:4)' 1994. 115 PP.
With the present booklet Dr. Marzolph continues his excellent series of works dealing
with the folkloristic and popular literature of the Near East, Having previously dealt,

Ulrich Marzolph,
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for instance, with BuhläI, Persian Märchen and Arabian anecdotes, he now turns his
attention to the chapbooks published in Iran around the middle of our century.
The book falls into three parts: an introduction, the list of Persian chapbooks in his
private collection (of which a major part comes from the late Elwell-Sutton) and 34
pages of illustrations from the books, Despite its conciseness and limited scope, the
work is a welcome addition to the meagre list of scholarly publications on Persian
popular literature reviewed by the author in his introduction (pp. a-l1). One may hope
that the present book will also kindle interest in publishing similar catalogues of other
major collections (private or public) of these popular works, so as to give a wider basis
for study of what the Iranian general reading public really has been reading during the
last century.
As the catalogue does not endeavour to give a general list of chapbooks, there is
no reason to produce here any additions to the list of popular books in lran. Let it
suffice to give one addition from the bookshelves of the present reviewer, a copy of
ðehel !utl, printed by Raþmãn Gol in Peshawar (s.a.) with 48 pages (paperback; 4colour cover showing a young woman and a parrot sitting on a bough before the full
moon; I1,8x17,8 I 9,5x15,4 cm.,23lines) which seems to resemble no.23 of the
present collection (same beginning2 and end).

JAAKKoHÄ}ßEN.ANTTILA

Anrhologie de Zãdspram. É¿ition critique du texte pehlevi, traduit et commenté par
Ph. Gignoux et A. Tafazzoli. (Studia lranica l3). Paris 1993.
A new critical edition of Wizidaglhã i Zãdspram has been a desideratum for a long
time. The late M. Molé (d. 1963) planned such a work and now, 30 years after his
death, his plans have been carried out by two eminent Pahlavists.
The volume consists of a-regrettably short-introduction, a carefully prepared
text together with critical apparatus, transcription and translation, notes and glossary.
The editors deserve our warmest thanks for presenting this unique book of Zãdspram
for the specialist as well as for the lay public.

JeeKKoHAdEEN-ANmtr.A

A. A. Al-Nassir, Sibawayh the Phonologist. A Critical Study of the Phonetic and
Phonological Theory of Sibawayh as Presented in his Treatise Al-Kitab. (Library
of Arabic Linguistics. Monograph l0). 1993. 130 pp.
Perhaps one of the most complicated problems of early Arabic philology is the interpreration of Stbawayhi's grammatical work al-Kitãb and especially its phonological
part, and its relationship with 8th-century Arabic. Seen against this background, alNassir's effort to understand Sibawayhi's theories is very courageous and gives no
little merit to the writer, even though he ultimately fails to provide much light on the
subject.

2

Except for the mistaken mldad fo¡ hidãd
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The book consists ofthree parts, viz. a general presentation ofthe early history of
Arabic linguistic science (chapter I, pp. l-8), studies on the phonological theories of
sibawayhi (chapters 2-6,pp.9-107), and conclusions (chapter 7, pp. 108-ll7). The
first part is the weakest, as the author is content to repeat the legendary stories compiled from the Mediaeval sources without any critical effort of his own. To give but
one example, al-Nassiri relates without comment the quite obviously fabricated story
about .Alî ibn abi Tãlib's rôle in the birth of grammatical studies (p. 3).
The main part of the work, chapters 2-6, describes the phonological theories of
Sîbawayhi. The theories are economically explained, though one must remember that
the author is by no means the first to discuss the material and there is little new insight

into the problems involved. The author seems to believe firmly that Slbawayhi collected his material as a modern field-worker would have done, and what one misses is
a discussion of the extent to which sîbawayhi's material is in fact culled from poetry
and eut'änic variant readings, not from living usage. At least the present reviewer is
of the opinion that a not unimportant proportion of the linguistic curiosities in al-Kitãb
is to be explained by the reverence of Sibawayhi for material he found in the dlwãns
and other early sources, and that he did not in fact describe late 8th-century Arabic but

in many ways endeavoured to describe the situation at or before the time of the

Prophet. Thus one feels reluctant to believe that the often quoted case ilça$a'a (þÕ'
VIII; see p. 77) is anything more than a variant in early poetry'
Closely connected with this is al-Nassit's explicit aim (p. xx and p. l08ff.) to see
Sibawayhi as "a pioneering linguist whose theories prefigured many views of modern
linguistics by some thirteen centuries". This leads to many forced interpretations, the
most prominent of which is al-Nassir's reluctance to admit that SÎbawayhi was, like
most grammarians after him, very much bound to the written language. When reading
al-Kitãb, one can hardly escaPe the feeling that, for instance, Sibawayhi sees the long
vowels as a combination of a short vowel with the letters (sic, not sounds) alif, w and
y, Al-Nassir, instead, insists on interpreting Sibawayhi's ALIF, Y and W as a:, i: and
u:. This leads him. for instance, to analyze the change of hamza to alif in ra's in the

following way:
ha'sl > r[raa:s] > [røa:s] > [ra:sJ (p' 86)
whereas Sibawayhi and later grammarians have obviously interpreted this

as:

TaHAMZAs > raALIFs
which in fact is closer to what evidently really happened, viz.:
ra's > ra:s
In this case, al-Nassit's effort to prove how modern Sibawayhi was, in reality only
alienates him from what really happened and causes unnecessary complications. The
modern way of describing this sound change

'>: lV-C
is in fact the same as Sîbawayhi's, which, written in the same way would be:

hamza>alif

I V-C

and no further rules are needed.
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As the main aim of the book is to describe the theories of Sibawayhi, the author
rarely analyzes the reality of Sîbawayhi's theories and their relationship with the
material available to a modem scholar but unavailable to Síbawayhi (e.g. comparative
Semitic evidence). Yeq especially since the present book is obviously at least pafily
written for the general linguist, not the Arabist only, this is sometimes misleading, and
one would have appreciated a more critical approach to al-Kitãb. An example will
elucidate this: in his description of Sibawayhi's views on imãla (p.9lff.), al-Nassir
analyzes mediae geminatae roots as cases where the short vowel between the second
and third radicals has disappeared (e.g. p. 102: "ln example (c) above [i.e. /rudda/ >
lrpddall the surface form [ofl lruddal is a reflex of an underlying Kasrah was [sic]3
the cause of phonologically modifying the Dammah of the surface form ..."). As it is
historically very dubious whether there ever were forms such as *rudida, the question
is not as simple as it might seem: does the hypothetical i of the non-existant *rudida

really cause the phonetic change of u to ü? Is Slbawayhi here really describing what
he heard or is he prescribing something on the analogy of the strong verbs? (Sibawayhi himself naturally would have believed that *rudida is the historical origin of
rudda.) These questions, though they are admittedly very difficult, are of cardinal importance in interpreting Sibawayhi, as there is always reason to fear that to give a linguistic explanation for the data given by Sîbawayhi is to explain something which
never even existed.

Another point which may mislead the reader is that throughout the book al-Nassir
uses phonetic signs which he believes represent the phonetic values described in alKitãb. Thus, e.9., he writes [d] as the phonetic value of $fa'$ lll and [G] fof $qaf$ /q/.
This ignores the complexity of the situation and entices the reader to adopt a facile
solution. The hard fact is that Sibawayhi's description of these-and other-phonemes
is by no means so easily understood, and all evidence from other sources should have
been discussed. To take the case of q, one notes that Sibawayhi indeed seems to
postulate a voiced pronunciation, but the exact place of articulation is by no means
clear. As such, a voiced uvular plosive [G] would be no improbable guess, but this
leads to a major problem. As $Ëim$ without the slightest doubt was [g] in Common
Semitic, the earliest sub-system of velar/uvular plosives was:

k-g-$qãf$
In due time, not very long before Slbawayhi, lglwas affricated, and the triad changed
ûo:

k-!-$qaf$
The received pronunciation of Classical Arabic has the following sub-system:

k-É-q
and the main reflexes of $qãf$ in modem dialects are all either voiceless/unvoiced ([q,

k, k, 'l) or velars ([g, 8l) whereas [G] is not, as far as I know, the main allophone of
lql in any dialect. Although the modem situation thus does not favour the interpretation
of $qãf$ as [G], this would by itself not make it impossible that the pronunciation of

3

As can be seen from this quotation the English ofthe author and the alertness ofthe printers are not
always quite immaculate.
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$qãf$ at Sibawayhi's time was [G], as there would have been plenty of place in the
triad

k-É-G.
Yet this pronunciation would not have fitted the Common Semitic situation nearly so
well, with [g] competing with [G], not to mention the universal tendency of voiced
consonants to exist only by the side of their unvoiced counterparts. Thus one would
have to postulate ñrst the development of an original $qaf$ into [G] after the change of
$Éim$ to [[] and then to its present reflexes. This would naturally not be impossible,
but it is still a complicated process which cannot be accepted as proven fact, as alNassir's use of [G] would make the reader believe. It is at least equally possible that
gqãfgwas voice indifferent and had both voiced and voiceless allophones. This being
the situation, one would have appreciated a more conseryative-and agnostic-transliteration with q and f etc.
Despite the probably rather harsh critique given above, al-Nassit's book deserves
to be perused by those interested in early A¡abic grammar and its use as a source of

early Arabic. The field is admittedly diffrcult, and the source material overwhelming
(comparative Semitic evidence; native philology; early Arabic texts and pre-Islamic
inscriptions; etc.), so that before a definitive study of these questions can be written,
the scholarly world obviously has to see a great number of failures and only partly
successful attempts which are necessary to pave the way for a more enduring attempt.
JAAKKOI{dMEEN-ANTM,A

Ignaz Goldziher, On the History of Grammar among the Arabs. An Essay in
Literary History. (Studies in the Hístory of the Language Sciences 73). 1994. xx,
153 pp. Hfl. 85,The present work is the English translation of Goldzihet's A nyelvtudomány története
az arabokruil, which originally appeared in 1878, and it was one of the few major
contributions of Goldziher which has hitherto been unavailable to the scholarly world
outside Hungary. As a rule, articles written over a century ago rarely need to be translated as they are usually completely out of datc. Luckily, Goldzihet's work does not
fall into this outdated category, despite the fact that it is partly antiquated, as our
knowledge of Arabian linguistic science has grown almost exponentially during the
last few decades. A writer of Goldzihet's stature is nev¿r outdated.
Goldzihe/s short tractate comprises almost all the major questions in the history of
grammar among the Arabs (the beginning of linguistic studies; the attitude of Arab linguists to the dialects and the vernacular; Ktifa and Ba$ra; the influence of philosophy;
etymology). Although Goldziher only discusses the subjects briefly (pp' t-61)' he
manages to do this in a lucid way which is easy to digest.
The Hungarian translators and editors of the present work, Dr. Dévényi Kinga and
Dr. Iványi Tamás, have added their own notes to the text, the original text of the
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citations which Goldziher had given only in translation, indices, and a bibliography as
well as a short introduction. In some cases their diligence has been slightly overdone,
as when they, for instance, give the original text of European scholars referred to by
Goldziher: one can hardly frnd a good reason for the inclusion of such easily available, now antiquated quotations. Some oftheir notes are also rather superfluous for the
specialist reader.

The translation is, âs a whole, very good, and even a careful reading shows only a
handful of minor mistakes, some of which, moreover, may derive from Goldziher himself. The following may be worth corecting:
p. 41: At the end of the quotation lugha is translated as 'language', which is somewhat misleading as it obviously refers to dialectal forms of Arabic, not different languages.
p. 46: The Yazldi family has, as far as I know, nothing to do with the Yazidí sect.
JAAKKo Hi{,ùßEt¡-Alfrm.A

Ibn a5-Sa!ari, Mã'ttafaqa laf?uhä ry¿-'þtalafa ma(nãhu. Hrsg. Attia Rlzk. (Bibliotheca l.çlamica 34). Beirut 1992'

The edition of lbn ash-Shafarl's Mä ttafaqa lafpuhu is a welcome addition to Arabic
lexicographical literature. The edition of Attia Rizk ('AfÎya Rizq) was completed as
early as I 973 (Preface, pp. S and ') and has regrettably been delayed due to the situation in Bayrät.
The edition has been made from the unique manuscript which contains one
lacuna. The edition is satisfactory, though one would have preferred a more detailed
study of the sources as well as more extensive notes on parallels elsewhere in lexicographical works. The Preface (Muqaddima) of the editor is, on the other hand, very
unsatisfactory and not very informative, which is a pity, as the work itself deserves a
far better introduction. As the genre is not discussed profoundly enough in other works
on Arabic lexicography4, it is perhaps not out ofplace here to have a general look at
the genre and its problems.
To delineate the homonym genre (mã ttafaqa lafZuhu wa-khtalafa ma'nãhu), one
may compare it to some associated genres, viz.

L addãd: words with opposite meanings
2. synonyms (mã ttafaqa ma'nãhu wa-khtalafa lafTuhu)
In theory, every a{dad pair would also belong to the homonym geffe: opposite meanings are naturally also differing meanings. In practice, however, the strength of tradition in Mediaeval Arabic philological literature helps to erect barriers between works
of different genres; thus what was first codifred as addãd was not prone to be included
in homonym works, at least not directly from an addãd work. Despite this, the present
book has some a{dãd pairs, e.g.,

4

The most recent ârtempt to deal with the genre (,{. M. Omer, Early fuabic lexicons of homophonic
worcls. 1å¿ Arabisl. Buclapest Studies in A¡ahic 6-7,1993, pp. 3-l l) is very unsatisfactory.
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p. 330 no. 1073 "al-qaru-ç: aç-çayd. wa'l-qaniç: aç-çã'id"
The synonym-genre, an inevitable companion to the homonym genre, was less
widely practised than the homonym genre, and very few works have been preserved.
In his Preface (pp. )-B) the editor lists some homonym works, but the list is

incomplete. The genre was fairly common, and at least the following works were
written before or during the 7th century (in chronological order)s:

-

al-KisãT (d. 189/805), Mutashãbih al-Qufãn. See GAS VIII:l17, where (note l) an anonymous K.
Mã shtabaha min alfãZ at-Qur'ãn walanãAara min kalimãt al-furqa-n is also mentioned. These works

belong to the sub-genre of Qur'ãnic homonyms.
al-A.$ma.i (d.2171831), K. Mã ttafaqa lafvuhu wa-khtalafa ma(nalu (Bughyat al-wu(ãh II:l 13; Ibn
Khayr, Fahrasa,p.l75; aç-Safadf, al-Wãfi )CX:192); K. Mã khtalafa lafzuhu wa-ttafaqa ma<nãhu
(al-Qifti, Inbãh ll43 < Tahdhr-b al-tugha I:32; al-Qifti, tnbãh II:203). Whether there indeed were two
different works by al-Açma(i on these two subjects is open to suspicion. See also GAS VtrI:?3, and
my Lexical ibdã1, pp. 30-33.
.Ubayd al-Qãsim ibn Sallãm (d. 22y',1838)1, K. al-A[nãs min kalãm al-'anb wa-mã shtabaha fr
[Abü
I'lafz wa-khtalafa fr I'ma'nã'The work is inconectly attibuted to him, see GAS vltr:E6'
*-Ibrãhimibnyahyãal-YazIdl (d.225184O),Mãttafaqalafvuhuwa-khtalafama'nãhu(Yaqut, Irshad
I:360 [700 waraqa]; al-Qifii, Inbãh I:225 [700 waraqa]; Bughyat al-wu(ãh I:434; al-Anbã¡i, Nuzhat alalibba', p. 103. See also al-Qiff, Inbãh IfI:347). Mã ttafaqat alftivuhu wa-khtalafa ma'nalåu (al-Qiff,

f-

*-

***-

Inbãh I:226).

Abt'l-.Amayrhal (d. 240ß54), K. Mã ttafaqa lafa,uhu wa-khtalafa ma'näåu (al-QifrF, Inbãh IV:150).
GAS VIII:19O.
Ibn as-Sikkit (d. about 24318 57), Mõ ttafaqa lafpuhu wa-khtalafa ma'¿ãl¡u, GAS VItr:134. For relations between al-Açma.i and lbn as-Sikkit, many of whose works are more or less redactions of alAsma'Ì's works, see also my Lexical iMãl' pp' 30-33.
.Umar ad-Dgrl (d.2461860), K. Mã ttafaqat alfãFuhu wa-[khtalafat] ma<ãnîhi mina I'Qulãn
HafS ibn
(Yãqut, Irshãd IV:l18-l l9). GAS VItr:160.
at-,Ábbas ibn at-Farag ar-Riyãsht (d.25'll87l]l, K. mã khtalafat asmã'uhu mìn kalãm al''anb (aç$afadi, al-WãfÌ XVI:ó53). GAS VIII:97.
al-Mubarrad (d. 2S5l898), K. Mã ttafaqat alfãauhu wa-khtalafat ma<ãnîhi fi l-Qufãn (Yãqút, lrshãd
al-arib VII:144; al-Qift¡, Inbãh III:252; aç-$afad¡, wãfi v:218); Mã ttafaqa lafzuhu wa-khtalafa
ma'naitru (Bughyat al-wu'ãh t:270). CAS VIII:98.
Muþammad ibn al-Hasan al-Ahwal (d. about 300/912), K. Mã ttafaqa laþuhu wa-khtalafa ma'nãhu
(Yaqu! lrshãd VI:483; al-Qif[, Inbãh ltr:92; Bughyat al-wu'ãh I:82; aç-$afadi, wãfï ll:345). GAS
VItr:138.
Kurã( (d. after 3101922), al-Munaþgad îlmã ttafaqa lafzuhu wa-khtalafa ma'nãhu (alQift¡, Inbãh tr:
Y ll[:24 l -242.
Abi¡ Bakr Muh. aç-gäli (d. 336t941). Thus according to the Preface of Attia (from lfã!!f Khallfa)'
but the standard lists of his works know nothing of any such work (see. e.g., aç'$afadi, WãfI V:19019 I ). Such purely lexical work would be somewhat out of place in the works of an adib like ag-$Ul¡.
Ibn Khatawayhi (d. 3?0/9S0), Taqfiya mã khtalafa laf?uhu wa-ttafaqa ma'nãhu li'l-Yazídi (al-Qif1t,
Inbah I:360). CAS VIII:l?9 gives K' Taqfiya mã ttafaqa lafphu wa-khtalafa ma'nãhu'

240). GAS

ash-shimshãF(d.after394/1004),Ma-fas¡ra-bahatmabãn¡hiwa+akhãlafatma(anrår'.SeeGASVlIllE3.

- arh-Tha(ãtibi (d. 42911038), K. at-Mutashãbih lafaan wa-kha¡¡an (as-Safadr, al-\Vãfi XIX:196). This
- work is not mentioned in GAS VIII:231-236.
*-Ibn ash-Shafari (d. 542t1148), Mã ttafaqa lafTuhu wa-khtalafa ma'nãhu. (Yãqitt, Irshad al-arib Vtr:
5

248; Bughyat al-wu'ãh II:324).
Ibn Tafa¡ (d. 567 or 56811172), Mulaþ alJugha frmã ttafaqa iafpuhu wa-khtalafa ma'nãhu 'alã huríJf
al-mu,lam (Bughyat al-wu'ãh I:143; aS-gafadi, Wãfi I:142); K. al-Ishtirãk al-lughawî wa'l-istinbãl

The list does not include biographical and geographical works of a similar character, which form a
clearly defined sub-genre. The list also includes some synonym works, as there are often wide diver-

gences in the titles of the works, so that one cannot safely ascribe the lost works to the correct geffe.
Works mentioned by Attia Rizq in his Preface are marked with an asterisk. References to some of the
most important biographical dictionaries are also given.
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al-ma<nawÍ (? aç-$afad, Wãft I:142).
Sulaymãn ibn Baru-n (d.613/1216), Ittìfãq al-mabãni wa-ftirãq al-ma(ãr¡t(Yãqut, Irshad IV:250).6

-

In lbn ash-ShalarÎ's work the material is given in chapters according to the first
consonantT. Among the sources of his work are the dictionaries of lbn Färis (alMufmal and Maqãyîs al-lugha; explicitly mentioned, e.g., on p. 51), Ibn Durayd's
õamharat al-lugha, and probably the mã ttafaqa -monograph of Ibn as-Sikkft (cf.
above), who is very often quoted. A detailed analysis of the sources would be a very
profrtable business, and should have been undertaken by the editoÉ.
In compiling the work, Ibn ash-Sha$an- has left several duplicates in the text (e.g.
no. 233--273; no. 316=321; no. 556=622). Similarly, ar the end of the chapters there
tend to come additions as a kind of afterthought (e.g. no. 1248: qad taqaddama anna
l-liqwa: al-(uqãb. qãla lbn Durayd:...). Both features are corlmon to the lOth-l2th
century compilations and need not imply any lack of ñnal redaction.
In the selection of his material, Ibn ash-Shafan- is very much like Abä'¡fayyib alLughawl for example; both aim at maximum extent at the cost of relevancy. Thus lbn
ash-Sha$ari includes in his work.cases of proper names and place-names (e.g. nos,

230,232, 1082, 1473), only visually identical words (no. 514 sär-su'ri no. 1282
mu'ta-mäta) and "homonyms" based on exegetical needs (no.734 pann) etc. Thus the
bulk of the text, though it does offer material for the linguist, has to be carefully sifted
by the philologist to obtain a usable corpus of Arabic homonyms.
Works quoted in the present review:
al-AnbãrT, Nuzhat al-alibbã'fi tabaqãt al-udabã'. Ed. A. Amer. (Acta Universitatis Stockholmiensis.
Stockholm Oriental Studies 2). l9ó3.
al-Azhari, TahdhÍb alJugha. Ed. 'Abdassal¡m Muþammad Hãrän & al. I-XV. Al-Qãhira 1384-1387t

t9&-t967.

Hämeen-Anttila, J., Lexical ibdã|. Part I: Inroduction. Source studies. (Studia Orienralia 7l ). 1993.
Ibn Khayr, Fahrasat mã rawãhu (an shuyükhihi. Ed. Fr, Codera and J. Ribera Tarrago. (Bibliotheca
Arabico-hispana D(). Caesaraugustae l89rt-1895.
ål-Qrff, Inbãh ar-ruwãh ff anbãh an-nuhãh I-[V. Ed. Muþammad Abt¡'l-Fadl lbrãhîm. Bayrütal-Qãhtua

t406n986.
aç-$afadr, Kitãb al-Wãfi bi'l-wafayãt. Ed. H. Rittcr

1962-.
Sezgin, F., Geschichte des arabischen Sch¡ifttums

& al. I- . (Bibliotheca Islamica 6a- ). Wiesbaden

VIII: Læxikographie. Leiden

1982.

as-Suyf¡tf, Bughyat al-wu(ãt fi fabaqãt al-lughawfyfn wa'n-nuþãt I-II. Ed. Mubammad Abi¡'l-Fadl
Ibrãhlm. Bayrät s.a.
Yãqot, hshãd al-arib ilã ma.rifat al-adlb I-VIL Ed. D. S. Margoliouth. londonz 1923-1931.

JAAKKO ÍII|MBEN-ANTTILA

6
?
8

In addition to lexicographical works dealing wilh homonymsr one can also mention sometimes
lengthy poems playing with the iþds tãmm,cf., e.g., aç-gafadî, al-Wãfï XIX:49849.
Notthe first radical. Similar alphabetical organization, partly according to the radicals, was used extensively since the lOth century, c.g. by Abä'þfayyib al-Lughawi in his K. al-Addãd and K. al-Itbã(,
and in some laþn al-<õmma -works, e.g. Ibn al-öawzr-s K. Taqwlm al-lisãn.
In thit analysis special attention should be given to lhe eústence ofblocks'in the text, which are thc
only sure way of identifying the sources of this kind of compilatory work, see my Lexical ibdãt I,
especially p. 79ff. Ibn ash-Shafari's work is obviously based on similar blocks as those in Abä'tlayyib al-Lughawfs K. al-IMãl studied by me in Lexical ibdãl I, p. 79ff . A very clear case of a block
are nos. 1453-1489 which are in alphabetical order according to the fint and second radicals.
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Manuela Marfn & David lVaines (eds.), Kanz al-fawã'id fi tanwÍ( al-mawâ'id'
Medieval Arab/Islamic Culinary Art. (Bibliotheca Islamica40). 1993' 6l+415 pp.
The present work is a precious addition to our knowledge of Mediaeval fuab culinary
art. The anonymous work was probably written in Egypt during the Mamlük period
(Introduction, pp, 6-8)e, and it contains more than 800 delicious recipes.
The edition is carefully prepared and the editors can be congratulated for their
work. The printing of the work is attractive (as always in Bibliotheca Islamica), but it
has regrettably been spoiled by the absurd way of giving a running number to the text
critical notes throughout the book; thus the last note is numbered as 8900. When this is
connected to the fact that every single variant has been given an independent notee.g. notes 7487-7492 (p.227 l. l5-16) which give the variant phrase of MS-DK word
by word, and could well have been given in one note-the text is irritatingly split by
the notes (line 15 on p. 227 contains no less than six ( !) bracketed four numbered
numerals as against only I Arabic words).
In the Introduction the editors take a brief look at Arabic culinary works prior to
the work they are editinglo, give some notes on the language of the book, and describe the manuscripts. In addition, there is a valuable index of ingredients and dishes
and another of utensils.
As the work is anonymous, one should give much attention to its possible sources'
but unfortunately it almost completely lacks any indication of sources, so that only two
(AlÍ ibn Rabbân s Firdaws al-hikma (p.2291. 7) and a Muhammad
are indicated, viz.
ibn Abmad al-BaladÍ (p.2301. 5). The latter is, according to the editors, completely
unknown (Introduction, p. 6). Still, it would be worthwhile to consider Muhammad ibn
Abmad al-Khabbãz al-Baladill. This al-Baladî lived in the 10th century, which was
a very active period of culinary writing, and he was active in Mawçil, which is sometimes mentioned in Kanz. As far as I know, no source mentions that he was interested
in cookery, but he cannot be ruled out either. Interestingly enough, he is said to have
been ummi, 'illiterate'12, which might give us reason to believe that he really was
originally a baker as his cognomen implies, and as such he could have been the author

of

a cookery book.

JAAKKOTIÄlvßEN.ANTru^A

9

l

0

I

I

On" might venture a more precise date of about 1300, which would suit well with the following con(InEoduction' p'
sideratiãns: L Arbeny has iuggested a l4th-century date for one of the manuscripts
parallelism with an14) which does not seem to bL-an autograph;2. The editors draw attention to a
other l4th-century work (Introduction, p.7); 3. the general style ofthe book would fit well with such
a date (cf. Inuoduction, P. 3).
Fo, u list of first millennium cookery books, see Öhrnberg & Mroueh (eds.), Ibn Sayyãr al-Warrãq'
Kitãb ål-þbikh. (Studia Orienralia ó0), 198?, tntroduction, pp. iii-vii; and K. Ohrnberg's article in
Marfn & Waines (eds.), Ls alimentación en las culturas istámicas. Madrid 1994' pp. 3G3l' It may
nor be superfluous io adã here Muhammad ibn 'Ubaydallãh al-Musabbihr (d ' 42U1029), K. at-Ta(âm
wa,l-idãm (1000 waraqas; aç-Safadi, al-WafÌ tV:8 l. 8) and lbn Khallãds (d. about3601970) book<r
letter---{n iood (kitab fi l-at(ima) which he sent to Ibn al-(Amld (for thc whote story, see ath-Tha'ãlibi, Yatlmat addahn ltr:16ó17l; for his other works, see aç-safadf, al-wafr )fl:64{5).
Yatimat addahr II:208-213; aç-$afadi, al-Wafr tr:57-5E'

12 Vir.

at the beginning of his career?
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Amin Banani, Richard Hovannisian & Georges Sabagh (eds.), Poetry and Mysticism
in Islam. The Heritage of RümÍ. l lth Giorgio Levi della Vida Conference. Cambridge t994.204 pp. ISBN 0 52145476X.
The book consists of the papers read at the I lth Giorgio Levi della Vida Conference,
held in Los Angeles May 8-10, 1987. Although not expressly stated in the book, the
articles have been updated since then, as can be seen from the references to works
published since 1987. Of the seven articles in the volume, two (by Schimmel, who was
the recipient of the award, and by Banani) discuss Rämi in general, the other five
being more detailed studies. Prof. Schimmel's contribution is, despite its general character, interesting, as the learned author, who is perhaps more absorbed in the teachings of RämI than any other Western scholar, points to several major problerns concerning Rümr- which still remain open (e.g. the relative dating of his ghazals). Also, the
personal touch by Prof. Schimmel makes her contribution interesting reading.
The five studies in the volume are by Bürgel on some formal aspects of R[imr-'s
ghazals (pp. 44-69), by Chittick on the development of the term waþdat al-wu$ud (p.

70-l I 1), by Dabashi on the problem of theodicy in the Masnavr (pp. 112-135), by
Mills on the interrelation of the MasnavÍ and folk tradition (pp. 136-177; not only the
longest but also by far the best cont¡ibution), and by Holbrook on Galib's Beauty and
Love (pp.178-197). All the articles (especially those by Bürgel, Chittick and Mills)
shed new light on the problems they discuss, and are well worth reading.
Vy'hereas the writers deserve all praise for their articles, the "editors"-I place the
word in quotation marks as the articles have obviously been submitted for publication
with little if any editorial work-<an only receive negative merit from this book. Even
though it has taken seven years to have these papers printed, the collection is still quite
unpolished. There has not been much effort to make the transcription uniform-which
is especially annoying in the Index, where we have nur but nùr-i muþammî, 'eshq
but ikhtiydr, híkma, and hu(ùr (sic!) but hulûl etc. All the texts are full of misprints,
beginning with the cover, where we have Houannisian instead of Hovannisian; it
would be easy to collect a hundred cases, but the following may give some impression
of the situation: p. 15 Burhin (read Burhãn), p.37 poost (but elsewhere in the article
pust), p. 38 sh'er (twice for she'r), p, 39 one hemistich (Éãnã ba-kharãbât â rãlaggat-i
!ân bini) is missing before Ján rá che khoshi báshad ..13, p. 43 note l0 Resalye (read
Resale-ye), p. 44 Rumi (read Rümi as elsewhere), p. 49 bi-näsah (read bi-núsh; also
the two references to the Dîwãn should be 3215 and 3216, not 3315 and 3316), p. 58
þarãmst (twice for harãmast), p. 6l illah (read iläh), p. 64 Husamal-Dîn (read Husãm
al-DÎn), p.7l L l0-l I should not be in italics, p. 77 dhu l-'aynan (read dhu l-'aynayn),
p. 149 Hafizulah (twice, and once in p, 15l: read Hafizullah as elsewhere), p. 200
klizr (read khipr) etc.
As the book is not a cheap one and as the process of publication has taken seven
years, it is inconceivable that all these mistakes, and a plethora of others, have been
allowed to remain in the text'
JAAKK. H/iMEEN-ANTTILA

l3

The omission of this hemistich is obviously a printer's erïor, as it is given in the translation, but
there are also two verses missing from the end of the poem botb in the Persian text and in the
translation. Why these verses have been omitted Banani does not explain.
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Proceedings of the Colloquium on Popular Customs
and the Monotheisric Religions in the Middle East and North Africa. The Arabist.

A. Fodor & A. Shivtlel (ed.),

Budapest Studies in Arabíc 9-10. 1994.
The present volume (or actually double volume)

The Arabist is, as most of the other
numbers have been, a collection of papers delivered at a Colloquium in Budapest, and the
whole journal is remarkable for publishing the proceedings of international conferences.
This has the obvious advantage that the papers in one volume are relatively homogenous,
although, as always in conference volumes, some of the articles tend to be non-descript'
of.

Most of the papers in this volume discuss different aspects of popular

belief-

including magic-in the Nea¡ East. Among the more important papers one may mention
M. Maróth's Late Antíque Science and Islam (p. 17- 36), A. Fodor's Arabic BowI

Divination and the Greek Magical Papyri (p. 73-l0l), and L ormos' The Life
ßäil) of Töktti Haymanot as a Source for the Study of Popular Relígious Practices

in Ethíopia (p. 305-332), which testify to the wide interest of our Hungarian colleagues
in the field of Oriental studies.
JAAKKO TIIiMEEN-ANTTTLA

Díe Lebensweise der Köníge. Adab al-muläk. Ein Handbuch zur islamischen Mystik.
Eingeleitet, tibersetzt und kommentiert von Richard Gramlich. (Abhandlungen
Gesellschaft,
für die Kunde des Morgenlandes 5O:3). Deutsche Morgenländische
Stuttgart 1993.161 PP'
Richard Gramlich has undertaken the task of publishing a translation of a very interis
esting work, a handbook of an apologetic kind so cofnmon among the Suñs. The text
included in a collection of manuscripts (no 83) in the central convent of the Dhahabiyya Sufi order, the Khãnaqãh-i-Ahmadi, in Shirã2. It was first reported briefly by Ira!-i
Afshãr in 1965, and in t967 it was described by Fritz Meier. Bernd Radtke edited the
whole text together with a glossary in l99l (Adab al-mula-&, Beiruter Texte und stuposdien 37. Beirut l99l), and only due to his work has a proper translation become
sible.

The author of Adab al-mulukis unknown. Radtke's opinion is that the author lived
in the last half of the lgth century and he considers Abü al-Hasan 'AlI ibn Ja'far ibn
Dãwäd al-SirawãnÎ (d. 396/1005) the most likely candidate (Radtke: Adab, pp. 16l?). Gramlich ponders over the question too but leaves it unanswered' However, he
shares with Meier the opinion that the title of the work may have a correspondence
with reality. It may refer to a real royal title of shãhãnshdh which was first used
during the Buyid era, rùy'hoever the author of the work may have been, he was' says
Gramlich, someone who lived during the Buyid era in the 'Islamic West'-al-'Irãq
was governed by Buyids from their capital Shiraz (pp. 5-ó)' The West, as Radtke
states, usually refers to Syria but the furthest place, according to Yãqüt, in the Vy'est
bearing the name slrawãn is found in Persian'Irãq (Radtke: Adab, p.17).
The author of the Adab al-mulúktells (pp. 22-23) that the Suûs are the true kings
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of this world since they obey no-one but God the Almighty-therefore the title. Gramlich adopted the subtitle 'a handbook of Islamic mysticism' from Radtke-a title that
very neatly places the work among other handbooks, such as those of Sarãj, Kalabãdhî, Qushayrî, Makkr- and Jullâbï / tfujwiti.
This work has its own characteristics, though, because of the author's intent to
address a broader audience than the other handbooks. The aim ofthe book is apologetic, like most Sufi books if this sort: 'Dieses Buch hier habe ich niedergeschrieben,
damit es dazu verhelfe, dass die Verhaltensweisen der Sufis im Äusseren und Inneren
bekannt werden (p. 138). The author stresses in several places that the Suûs follow
the Qur'ãn and the Sunna. Neither Radtke or Gramlich take up the larger context of
these kind of works-including the question of why such ardent defences for the
orthodoxy ofthe Sufis appeared specifically during the Buyid era.
Gramlich's translation starts with a short but sufficiently illuminating introduction,
He states that the author shows no detailed Sufi path but concentrates on showing the
inner structure of Sufism. However, I cannot share Gramlich's view that the work is
without systematics (p. I )-but this of course is very much a matter of how we define
systematics. The author first challenges the scholars for not putting their leamedness
into action. What is inside is of importance for him-and it must have an outer form of
realization. He then proceeds to treat several guestions with examples, such as the
clothing worn by the Sufis, their doctrines concerning e.g. poverty, the fight against
one's or¡¡n soul, their ways of worship etc.
Gramlich makes use of the original Arabic terms in parenthesis which helps the
reader to follow the Sufr line of thought behind the translation. His notes are excellent,
with plenty ofreferences to other sources and sayings ofother Sufis, and their lay-out
is also very pleasant since these remarks are placed within the text itself and not in
foot-notes. This emphasizes the meaning of the text in the context of other betterknown Sufi works.
What is discomforting for the reader, though, is that Gramlich does not mention
how his reading differs from Radtke. He plainly states Tch lese'or'lies'. Mainly the
variations are of a syntactic nature, such as rasba-tun pro rasba-tan (p. 43), or
yaþtalifu pro yuþtalafu (p. 4l ), but sometimes more than that, e.g. Radke rcads fi alqa(ã' and Gramlich al-fu(ø\,ã'(p. l3), Another discomfort is-as with most editions
or translations-he painstaking effort one has to take to trace how a certain passage in
Radtke's edition is translated by Gramlich since the pagination is very unclearly
marked and no reference is made to the line numbers used by Radtke.
Besides being a scholarly work, Gramlich's translation of the Adab al-mulúk
gives spiritual nourishment for a reader at least somewhat versed in the basic tenets of
Sufism. What could better describe the endless yearning of man than these words:
'Alles in allem besteht ihr Grundstock aus drei A¡ten: dem Armen, der am lch hängt:
er hat niemals genug, dem Armen, der an den Dingen hängt: er hat genug, wenn sie
vorhanden sind, und dem Armen, der an Gon håtngt: er ist der lautere Arme (p. 38).'
HELENA I{ALLENBERG

29'l
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Elias Chacour & David Hazard, Blood Brothers. A Palestinian's Struggle for Reconciliation in the Middle East. Kingsway Publications, Eastboume 1985. (First
published in the USA by chosen Books, Lincoln, 1984. Repr. in 1986). 224 pp.
This book, consisting of thirteen chapters, is a kind of biography of Elias Michael Mousa
Chacour [Saqqär], a Palestinian Greek Catholic (Melkite) priest, born in upper Galilee in
Kufir Bir<im in 1940 who is now serving the Catholic congregation in the village of
.Ibillin, north-east of Nazareth. The chapters are entitled: News in the lilind, Treasures

of the Heart, Swept Away, Singled Out, The Bread of Orphans, The Narrowing Way,
The Outcast; Seeds of Hope, Grafted In, Tough Miracles, Bridges or Walls?' "Work...
For the Night is Coming", and One Link. The last two pages are devoted to references
and further reading.

It is not superfluous to mention that the book is dedicated to the father of Abüna (the
priest), a refugee in his homeland and a symbol of patience, forgiveness and love; to the
Jewish victims of Dachau and to the Palestinian victims of Tal-Izza<tar, $abra, and
Shatila refugee camps in I-ebanon.
In the short preface entitled "An urgent word Before" (pp. Vtr-X), D. Hazard' the
writer of Fr. Elias' story, tells the reader about his encounter with the priest in 1983 and
his decision to write the biography. The following sentence deserves to be quoted because

it reflects a sad and well-known fact concerning Western Christians. Hazard confesses:

,,I

had never considered the fact that there were also Palestinian Christians who were
living the challenging, non-violent alternative taught by Jesus Christ in the midst of the
world's most bitter conflict" (p. VItr). It should be stated that the wotds "blood broth-

father-Abraham-and the
same God. This is what Michael taught his six children a few days before the capture of
their village by Jewish soldiers (pp'21,34).

ers" refer both to Jews and Palestinians, who

shane the same

in this book. V/e read, for example, how
the curious and sensitive young child Elias discovers the news about the anival of Zionist
(id, his high esteem
soldiers in his beloved village; his school, the teacher and priest Abi¡
for his real teachers-mother and father-who taught him a lot about Bible stories and
history but above all they planted in the heart of Elias love for the Galilean soil and deep
Much thoughts and feelings

afìe expressed

faith in Jesus Christ, the champion of the seven-years-old child and especially the Sermon
on the Mount; and the miserable situation of evacuating the village and leaving homes
under the protection of strangers'
Readers may get the impression that sometimes much stress is laid on personal
matters rather than on principles and ideas. However, one of the main issues of the book
under review is the situation of the Arab minority in Israel. This topic is raised in several
other books penned by Palestinian-Israeli Arabs like Fouzi El-Asmat (To be an Arab in

Israel, 1975), Anton shammas (Arabesque,1986 etc.) and Rev. Na'im s. Ateek
(Justice and only Justice: A Palestinian Theology of Liberation, 1989). Needless to
say that the issue of equality between majority and minority (Jews and Arabs or Israeli
Arabs, non-Jews, nokhaþim nifqadÎm etc.) will be the touchstone of democray in the
holY

land'
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David Noy (ed.), Folktales of the "Beta-Israel" (Ethiopian Jews). Translated by Prof.
M. Wurmbrand. Habermann Institute for Literary Research, Lod 1990. I44W.

6l

in number, was collected by a researcher into the Falashas,
the late Dr. Jacob Feitlovitch, during his stay in Ethiopia before the ltalian-Ethiopian War
in 1935. These folktales were narrated in Amharic by Falasha students of Feitlovitch. In
this book a Hebrew translation of these short stories produced by Feitlovitch's student M.
rJy'urmbrand (pp. 15-93) is presented to the reader. Brief comparative remarks and abbreviations (pp.97-129) by D, Noy, an exp,ert in Jewish folklore at the Hebrew University
in Jerusalem, and indices: types of tales, motifs, names and subjects (pp. 128-144) pre-

This collection of folktales,

pared by <Idna Hêkhãl, follow the translation. This section of notes and indices refers to

the international system of classification by Antti Aarne and Stith Thompson. Especial
attention is paid to the archives offolklore in Israel ('"trott) including over 17,000 tales.
It is worth mentioning that the lion's share of this collection lacks any Judaistic
background. It seems reasonable to assume that the Falashas (=immigrants) were affected
by the folktales of the Ethiopians, among whom they have lived for centuries. Some titles
of the stories follow: the five brothers and the three wise men; the man who went out to

fight against God; truly you afe my sons; the good female friend; a father's curse; blood
feud; the cat and the mouse; the drunk monk; why a drunk man in Amharic is calTed ¡ãla;
the stones; the pronunciation of the people of Gojam (t > ç); the calf and the hen; the pride
of the Falashas.
Unfortunately, no information concerning the informants, such as age, educâtion,
place of origin and residence, social status etc., is offered to the reader. The same thing
holds true in regard to the method of obtaining the Amharic texts and translating them into
modern literary Hebrew. Though the purpose of this book is for the study of folk
literature, a map of Ethiopia and an index of Amharic expressions mentioned in the tales
would not have been superfluous.
The reason for the decision to vocalize foreign words as well as ambiguous Hebrew
words is self-evident, yet it has not been consistantly and correctly ca¡ried out. Besides, a
few printing mistakes and other errors have crept into the texts. On p. 29 read ìÞÞ'] (they
died) instead of roo:; on p. 46 is written: ...'tffil JrpDþ nh)'¡l-'ttt (and the disability to
smoke hardened...) and read ¡1't'tr)it; compare p. 28 note 2 with p.58 note l; on p' 60
read )¡g (injustice) instead ofþl¡r; on p. 61 the word ilPq,Þ (a drink) is perhaps preferable
to its synonym rlPret, at least for ordinary readers; on p' 64 the word Þo:n (abortion,
untimely birth) does not fit the story; on p. 69 note I read n:¡pn nbna (syphilis) in the
construct state; on p. 84 read nìì'oilt¿i> (when you (m.sing.) removed) instead of pataþ
under the letter hO; on p. 114 read ilr)l)ìurtlrì (etymology) instead of ¡')lþl't¡tl and o'atpb
(monkeys) instead of o'otp.
The book under review is the second Hebrew book devoted to tales of the Falashas.
The first one, edited by Shoshanah ben-Dor, was published in Jerusalem by the Ministery
ofEducation in 1986, Let us hope that more scholarly studies about various aspects of
this unique sect, the Falashas, numbering over 40,000 and now living in Israel, will
become available to the public in the coming
HA'EEB
'HEHADEH

years'
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be, nnnnbnf, The Struggle for a Language. The Academy of
The lnstitute for the Hebrew Language. Jerusalem 1992. X' +
Language.
the Hebrew

Ze'ev Ben-I.layyim,lìøb

464 pp., three Indices.

This book, consisting of four chapters, comprises the author's Hebrew articles and
lectures-28 in number-on modern Hebrew which have been published in various
periodicals/books over the last fifty years. The common feature of these a¡ticles, with one
exception (nl)ì), carriage, pp.440-445), is the discussion of linguistic rules whiçh can
be carried out in practice. The four chapters are: A) Formerly and Presently, pp. 3-107;
B) The Hebrew Language Committee and the Academy for the Hebrew Language' pp.
II

l-l?3; C) Some Grammatical Instructions of the Academy for

the Hebrew Language,

pp. 177-349;D) Words and their Usages, pp. 353-445.

The indices, which are very useful for the reader, include the Hebrew sources
(nrrrpn;r) from Gen 2:4 to Y. Klausner (and not D. Ben Gurion, whose pfoper place is
elsewhere); a list of words (about 300 given in alphabetical order) which were controversial either in their forms / vocalizations or their meanings and usages, such as, n'of,ß
(watermelon); )¡¡r; (tent); o'ott (impenetrable); n'nrpn (academy); lì$ (goose), ø' (there
is/are); an index of grammatical matters-formative letters and particles; phonetics,
phonology and orthography; morphology; syntax and semantics'
Among the various linguistic aspects discussed in this collection we may point out
the following: the historical unity of the Hebrew language and its division into periods; an
ancient language in a new reality; Hebrew grammar; the revival of Hebrew as a spoken
language; towards a description of spoken Hebrew; the activities of the Academy of the
Hebrew Language; sources and principles for broadening the Hebrew language; the need
and right for a designed cultivation of literary Hebrew; Bialik's contribution to language;
transcription; Sephardic pronunciation; vocalization; the vocalization of foreign words; on
the problems of technical lexica; the usage of xgnlx/')nþñ

(il if not, were it not for) and

uronb (retroactivelY).
The lion's share of articles have been reprinted and included in this collection without
any significant modification. Obvious errors have been corrected; homogeneous spelling
as:
has been followed and some foreign words have been replaced by Hebrew ones such
article
r5llìotìp > lìs,D (consonant) ilyÈ):nlp'r > ''tìJln (documentation). At the end of each
a short addition is given as deemed necessary.

Among the major purposes of the Academy of the Hebrew Language (founded in
1953) were the writing of an authorized grammar for modern Hebrew and the compiling
of the vocabulary of the Hebrew language in all its periods and styles. Unfortunately,
both goals are still a desideratum. In such a book one would expect a bibliography including at least the main sources used in the different articles. The same thing holds true
concerning a list of abbreviations. Morover, it seems that there is some justification in the
assertion that the title of this collection of articles is not adequate

goes without saying that this collection of articles dealing with the normative
grammar of modern Hebrew is indispensable to students of the Hebrew language in
general and to those of modern Hebrew in particular. It is self-evident that a normative
approach cannot be carried out without a profound linguistic investigation. Such an in-

It
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vestigation has been carried out by a distinguished Hebraist during his dedicated work in
the Academy of the Hebrew Language for over half a century. The fruits of investigation
are offered to the public in eloquent (Semitic) Hebrew which many readers will admire
and enjoy, as the reviewer did.
HASEEB SHEHADEH

Bíologian, maantiedon
1994. 173 pp.

ja

historían sanasto, suomí-arabia. Opetushallitus, Helsinki

Such bilingual glossaries, in which the source language is Finnish and the ta¡get languages are English, Arabic, Persian, Chinese and Vietnamese etc., aim at helping young
foreign pupils in their schooling in Finland. The Finnish part (nearly 3,700 terms/words)
of the glossary in question was compiled by H. Korpela, S. L. Rusanen and H. Samuli.
The Arabic translation (more than eleven thousand wordVterms), on the other hand, was
canied out by M. Hakalin and J. A¡ef. H. Ouzir took part in proof-reading.
It goes without saying that a satisfactory translation is the product of a translator
whose knowledge of the original language, the target language and the subject-matter is
profound.
The Arabic-speaking colony in Finland numbering close to 2,500 should be glad and
thankful for such a publication which is essential for its schoolchildren in their first steps

in education. The last few years have witnessed some kind of Arabic cultural activity in
Helsinki, represented by the publication of two Arabic periodicals-Ibn al-Balad and
Min Hunã wa-Hunãk-and the appearance of Taisir Khalil's Finnish-Arabic dictionary'
Translation from Finnish into A¡abic or vice versa is ha¡d and complicated because of

two main factors. Firstly, these two languages belong to two different families and reflect
different societies and cultures. Secondly, a lack of studies dealing with the various theoretical and practical problems of t¡anslation, and not less important is the paucity of A¡abic
translations of Finnish works and vice versa. A few exarnples are in order: aarnialue
(virgin forest); avanto (hole in the ice); kaamos (polar night); karike (surface litter); kesämökki (summer cottage): koivu (birch); mansikka (strawbeny); pakkanen (subzero/
freezing weather); räntä (sleet); sauna (sauna); vaahtera (maple tree).
Various linguistic erors have crept into the A¡abic text. In the Arabic preface read
yastafidti instead of yastafãdä; wa-tarfamahu instead of wa-targamahum; nar[ä without
alif at the end; fa+ulãhipän instead of fa-tulãhidün; murtafi(an instead of nurtafi<. A
common mistake, however, is writing the form of the present participle (nominative

singular) ofdefective verbs with a final yã) such as qãsl instead ofthe correct spelling
qasin (ankara = hard, harsh, severe etc. p, 12 and cf. pp. 13, 15, 39, 86, 99, 103, 129,
l3O, 144, 15l, 154, 165, 168, 170). Other kinds of linguistic faults such as accusative/
genitive instead of nominative etc., printing mistakes and misspellings are found on the
following pages: 23, 28 read al-apliyyün, 46, 52, 60, 63,77,89, 90, 96, 99, 104 read
al-itrfã)iyya instead of al-atibbã>, 107 read lâ ftlizzî instead of fili{{Í, I l0 read al-jirã'
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allaf taliduhã þayawãna, l14, l15, ll8,122 read al-tadyãn, 130, 131, 136, 138 read
finlandt instead of frnlandi, 150, l5l, 152, 154,156, 159, 16l, 162,163' 171'
In connection to morphology one error catches the eye namely the formation of an
adjective from the words ghãba (a forest) and ghaim (clouds) by adding the morpheme
-iyy (ghãbiyy, ghaymiyy, see pp. 46, 58, 108, 161. Unfortunately, native speakers of
Arabic will come across phrases which do not give any reasonable meaning (see mantiqat
nufã<a bidã'iyya = aamialue, forest; ar{ zirã(iyya maftälra = avomaa' in the open)
It is noteworthy to indicate that in many cases the translation was not done directly
from Finnish into Arabic but from Finnish via English into fuabic. Al-Mawrid, a modern
English-Arabic dictionary by Munir Ba(albaki (lst edition 1967) was very often utilized.

One of the characteristics of this dictionary is the tendency to coin new words and use rare
terms, as the following sample shows. Murdin (antibiotic), þaymin (vitamin), laymiln al-

<ilm al-tabayyu' (ecology)' yaslufu (to ha¡row), al$anna (grapefruit), al-bal(a (dope),
yaþmtir, (hemoglobin), al-fan-z ? (strawberry), al-darrãfa al-bukhãriyya (motorcycle), alglossary under disdabkhãn (smoggy). Such vocabulary should not be included in the
cussion. If one examines the Arabic equivalents closely one mây fïnd that some amazing
renditions are a result of direct translation from English. One example suffices: the
adjective turnma (infinitive tummentaa) refers to the colour of hair, eyes, bread etc. and
can be rendered as dark (darken) in English. Accordingly the meaning of tumma in
Arabic is asmar, ghãmiq, 'ala sawãd but not mu¿lim which means the absence of

light.

Lack of vocalization in the Arabic text is really a basic problem which requires
solution in future editions. Moreover, in numerous places the Arabic style is redundant
and lacks finish. The attempt to choose the meaning most familiar in all Arab countries
and dialects! (see preface) is too idealistic (or as Bedouins used to say in similar
situations: min düni hãda (a)l-amri kha4u (a)l-qatãd).
In conclusion, we may say that despite the previous remarks this glossary is very
helpful for young native speakers of Arabic who live and study in Finland.
HASEEB SIßHADEH

Haim Blanc, o.tì

-'11

1989. 157
¡ìqi) (Human Language). Bialik Institute, Jerusalem

pp.
The late professor Haim Blanc (1926-1984) was one of the world's leading schola¡s in
Arabic dialectology. His works in this fîeld include studies such as The Palestinian

Arabic of the Druzes (1953); Style Variations in Spoken Arabic (196a); Communal
Dialects ín Baghdad (196a); The Arabic Dialect of the Negev Bedouins (1970);
Egyptian Judeo-Arøbic in the Seventeenth Century (1981).
The book under review sheds light on another area of Blanc's interest, namely
modern Hebrew. Under the general title or*
lì[ib H, Blanc published 24 short
-')f
weekly
called Massa between the years
articles in the language section of an Israeli
lg52-54 under the pen-name fl. Qablan. Of these articles (re$imot in Hebrew) we may
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refer to: Ening or Development; On Taste and Smell; The Taste of Pitah (small round and
flat oriental bread); Is it Hebrew or not?; Generations Come and Go; A Law for the
Future; An Awful Mistake but Unconcerned; Linguists as Human Beings; Hebrew as a
Legend; The Story of a Blue Wolf; Reflections on Garglings; On the Perplexity of Language. These and two additional articles, one dealing with the Arabic element in spoken
Hebrew (LeSonenu la'am, 1955) and the other-grartmar of human language by Z.Ben-

$ayyim (pp. 71-78), form the book.under review.
This collection of articles comprehends the observations and remarks of a young
linguist who came to Palestine from America in 1948. [n those days a new approach to
linguistics which concentrating on the spoken language had emerged in America. One of
the well-known slogans of this approach was "Leave your language alone" (see for
instance: L. Bloomfield, Languag¿. New York 1933; E. Sapir, Language: An Introduction to the Study of Speech. New York 1921 and Selected Wrítings in Language,
Culture, and Personaliry. Berkeley, Calif 1949). In such a spirit of respect to the
spoken language, any language, Blanc has described, sometimes not without enthusiasm,
various linguistic matters that his sensitive ear absorbed in the streets of Jerusalem and
from the Hebrew Radio (Qol Yisra'el). His description was written in a lively, simple,
clear and accurate manner. Unfortunately, in this description the same strict method and
view were equally applied in both spoken Hebrew and written Hebrew. It is safe to state
that Blanc was among the first scholars to describe the different linguistic phenomena of
spoken Hebrew. The first sample of spoken Hebrew in phonetic transcription was
published by Blanc (see Le5onenu 1957; Studies in Egyptology and Linguistics in
Honour of H. J. Polotsky, 1964). In addition, an English textbook of spoken Hebrew
was written by Blanc.
The linguistic method adopted by Blanc is descriptive (synchronic) and critical rather
than normative. In other words he attempted to explore and analyse what is available and

not what is desirable (matsuy and not ratsuy, pp. I l, 42). The basic objective of this
series of articles was twofold. Firstly, to reveal that Hebrew was treated by grammarians
in terms of an outmoded, unrealistic and ineffective theory. Secondly, to present very
little of the achievements of a new trend in linguistics (pp. a2f .).
A wide range of linguistic topics taken from modern Hebrew in general and spoken
Hebrew in particular are touched upon and clarified in this collection. A few examples are
in order: hypercorrection (pp. I l-13, l9); exaggeration in correcting errors is not at all

effective (pp. 13,48,65); linguistic conectness and linguistic taste (pp. 14-17,4l);
homonyms and homophones (p. l9); self-healing language (p. l9); the role of intonation
(p. 20); the feeling of a native speaker (p.24); linguistic chauvinism (p' 26); literary
Hebrew and the manifestations of spoken Hebrew (pp. 33-36, 40); linguistic logic or
language and thought (pp. 37-40, 128-129); the omission of nn-the sign of the
as a reflection of social habits (ibid.); standard and sub(pp.
5l-54); etymology and folk-etymology (pp. 55-58); analogy
standard in language
(pp. 8a-87).
This collection of articles (edited by M. Zinger) is still instructive to students of the

accusative-(pp. 47f.); language
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Hebrew language not only because they were written by a distinguished young linguist
but mainly because this linguist was a great human being. Though steadfast in his outlook, Blanc appreciated opposing views, The words "[ do not know" were very common in Abä Dahtid's vocabulary'
HASEEB SIIEHADEH

Esther Peskes, Muhammad b. <Abdalwahhãb (1703-92) im Widerstreit: Untersuchungen zur Rekonstruktion der Frtihgeschichte der Wahhãblya. (Beíruter Texte und
Studíen 56). Franz Steiner Verlag'Wiesbaden GmbH, Stuttgart 1993. 384 pp.
Moshe Gammer, Muslim Resistance to the Tsa¡: Shamil and the Conquest of Chechnia
and Daghestan. Frank cass & co. Ltd., London 1994. xxiii+452 pp., 12lll.,22
Maps.
Cook wrote an article entitled "On the Origins of Wahhãbism" in the
Royat
Asíatíc Society, Series 3, vol.2:2,pp. l9l-202' There he stated
Journal of the
that he had been unable to identify the precise respects in which Muhammad ibn 'Abd alWahhãb's doctrine of shirk differed from the views of his predecessors and contemporaries, and he continued, "a thorough study ofthe relevant sources by someone qualified
r,lVahhãbism" (p.
to undertake it would considerably advance our understanding of early
l9l n. 2).In fact, when this article was published we already had Dr Esther Peskes

In lg92 Michael

thorough and magisterial study Muhammad 'Abdalwahhõb (1703-92) i¡nWíederstreit
as a doctoral dissertation from the University of Bochum (1990). Now this study has
been made available to a wider circle of readers when published in Beiruter Texte und
Studien.

We have in the early nineteenth-century Muslim wodd significant movements of
resistance against advancing empires: against the French in North Africa, against the Russians in the Caucasus, against the British in India, and, not to forget, against the Ottomans in the Arabian Peninsula. Some of these movements also aimed at regenerating
Islam, they were clearly revivalist movements.
Islamic revival movements began in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; they
were committed to resisting corrupt versions of Islam and to creating what in their opinion
was a just and truly Islamic community. They were thus originally movements of reform
within the umma; foreign invention, however, turned them into anticolonial resistance

too.l4
Revivalism has been inherent in the logic and experience of Muslims throughout their
history. In the Qurrãn and the sunna of ¡heir Prophet Muslims have a precept for human
society; this is why the Medina community and its historical experience-real or fictiveprovides a model for how this ideal community should function. If the community strays,
there is the expectation that God will amend the situation; the best known of the ways in
which this might happen is the coming of the Mahdt, or, then the less apocalyptic ex-

14 Fo, a succinct summary see lra Lapidus, Contemporary Islamic movemenß
perspective, Berkeley 1983, 6ff.

in

historical
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pectation of the coming of a renewer of the futh (mujaddid) each century.ls The origin
of this belief in a restorer of true religion is to be found in the Kìtãb al-malãþim in the
Sunan of Abü Dâ)i¡d, which opens with the following þadíth: "God will send to this
community (umma) at the turn of every century someone who will restore Qujaddíd)
religion."ló
The revivalists had their first major success in the Arabian Peninsula, where in the
mid-eighteenth century the WahhãbI movement united diverse tribal groups into a
movement which conquered most of Arabia. This, the first WahhãbÎ "state", was the

(Abd al-Wahhãb's (1703-1792)
understanding
of monotheism with the political fortunes of the shaíkhs of al-Dir<Íya in Najd, tne Ãt
Sa(üd, and it was in existence from 1745 till 1818, when IbrãhÍm Pasha from Egypt
outcome of the fusion of Muhammad ibn

devastated al-Dir<iya.

When pinpointing the ideological forefathers of the Wahhãbl movement one person
in particular has been lifted to the forefront: the prominent and controversial mediaeval
theologian Ibn Taimr-ya (1263-1328), who, by the way, has also been considered one of
the mujaddidün, Ibn Taimlya and his Neo-$anbalite school have been seen ever since
Goldziher as the moving spirit of "fundamentalist" movements in general and the ltVah-

hãbi movement in particular.
Now Esther Peskes in her study quite rightly questions the opinion often taken for
granted that Muþammad ibn <Abd al-Wahhãb's teachings should be considered the
realization of old Hanbalite doctrines formulated by Ibn Taimr-ya. But, according to her,
the present stage of research is far from enabling us to give definite answers to the
questions of why and how the Wahhãbi movement emerged seemingly out of nowhere in
the centre of the Arabian Peninsula by the middle of the eighteenth century. This is, of
course, true; one is, nevertheless, tempted to see, with John VolllT, some kind of interaction between the major eighteenth-century movements and even to consider the \,¡Vatr-

hãbI movement as a reverberation of the Naqshbandlya. Elizabeth Siriyeh has also
stressed the importance of viewing the Wahhãbi movement as part of the great revival

of

orthodoxy that first appeared within Indian Islam in the seventeenth century. She links the
WahhãbÍ movement with the revitalizing efforts of Naqshbandî shaìkhs from the time of

Aþmad Sirhindlls (d. 1624), known
millennium").

as

mujaddíd-i atf-i thãnî ("reformer of the second

15 John Voll, "Revivalism and social rransformations in tslamic history", The Muslim Wortd
LXXVI(198ó)168f.

16 quoæd in E. Landau-Tasseron, "The'cyclical reform':

l7

a study

of

the mujaddid tradition", Srudi¿

Islamica LJ(X(1989)79.

S.. f. ex. "Muhammad ttayyr [sic] al-Sindf and Mubammad ibn (Abd al-rtr¡¡ahhãb: an anatysis of an
intellectual group in eighteenth-century Madfna", Bulletin of the School of Oriental and Aftican
Studies XXXVil(1975)32-39; "Linking groups in the networks of eighteenth-century revivalist
scholars: the Mizjaji family in Yemcn", in N. lævtzion and I.O. Voll (eds.), Eighteenth-century
Renewal and Reþrm in Islam, Syracuse 1987 , 69-92. For a differing opinion see H. Algar, "A brief
history ofthe Naqshbandi order", in Naqshbandis, Historical Development and Present Situation of
a Muslim Mystical Orden (Eds. M. Gaborieau, A. Popovic & T. Zarcone). Istanbul-Paris 1990,

l8

30f.

"lvuhhabrs,unbelieversandtheproblemsofexclusivism",BRlsMEs16(1989)123.
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The eponym after whom the Naqshbandlya order was named, Bahã) al-din Naqshband (1318- 1389) was born and died in a hamlet near Bukhiirã. It seems as if the rise of
the Naqshbandlya to suprcmacy among the ¡uruq in its Transoxanian homeland should
have already begun in the lifetime of Bahã> al-din. It was introduced to India by Bãqi bi'llãh (1564-1603) and it became an influential factor under his disciple Ahmad Sirhindi,
whose message raised what were considered to be eady Islamic traditions above later
innovations. And, as the order spread to the Arabian Peninsula and the Middle East in
general as well as to the Caucasus, it became known for its strict adherence to the ñ¡ndamentals of the faith.
The main problem in writing the social and intellectual history of the early history of
the WahhãbÎ movement is the lack of sources, or, perhaps more correctly, lack of sources
available to Western rese¿Ì¡chers. As Dr Peskes notes a number of works are kept in Saudi

A¡abia out ofreach for study. Even travel reports from the eighteenth century are lacking;
Carsten Niebuhr, who left us the only contemporary non-Muslim account of early
Wahhãbism, never visited the Central Arabian oases of Najd, the heartland of the Wahhã-

bî movement.
Although the situation is somewhat better concerning both Muslim and non-Muslim
sources for the first half of the nineteenth century, one can only regret that the Finnish
traveller and Arabist Georg August Wallin (l8l l-1852), who in the 1840s travelled on
several occasions in the Arabian Peninsula, was not able to fulfil his original plan of
visiting al-Dir'iya and familiarize himself with the Wahh¡ibi movement and its doctrines.
Dr Peskes' study is one of the early history of the Wahhãbi movement and its
eponym; but it is also a historiographical study where two of our main sources of knowledge about the rise of Wahhãbism, the historical works of Husain ibn Ghannãm (d.
18ll) and (uthmân ibn.Abdallãh ibn Bishr (d. 1873) are analysed. The historical
works of these two representatives of Wahhãbi historiography are then compared with
non-rffahhãbi Muslims' contemporary statements on three different topics: a) the preWahhãbl period; b) the biography of Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-rüVahhãb; and c) the
WahhãbIs' relationship with Mecca and Medina in the second half of the eighteenth and
the beginning of the nineteenth century.

The different historical circumstances clearly influenced both Wahhãbî historians.
Ibn Ghannãm, following the statement of Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhãb, who claimed
to be unveiling the true meaning of Islam after centuries of religious ignorance, jdhílíya,
that had already begun after the reign of the second caliph 'Umar, constructed an analogy
to the situation at the beginning of Islam. Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-\ryahhãb was born to

this second jdhiliya, which prevailed all over the A¡abian Sunni-Islamic lands; he and
al-Dir.iya take the rôles of the Prophet and Medina. This is all in accordance with the
early Wahhãbi interpretation of Islam and their struggle as the one and only rightly guided
community.
The atmosphere and political conditions of the nineteenth century dictated lbn Bishr's

writing. The conflict between Wahhãbism and Sunni Islam in general is eliminated;
Muþammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhãb is depicted as an uncontroversial though remarkable
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Sunnl schola¡ belonging to the mujaddid tradition. But where lbn Ghannãm saw
Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhãb with an universally valid claim, Ibn Bishr describes his
call in terms of a strictly local mission in Najd.
There is another doctoral dissertation, also from 1990 (UCLA), by Mohamed al-

Freih covering much the same ground as Dr Peskes' study, judging from its title The
Historical Background of the Emergence of Muþammad íbn <Abd al-Wahhãb and his

Movement.
ì.

No beating about the bush with Moshe Gammer's study of Shamil and Muslim resistance
to the Tsar: we definitely tread upon Naqshbandî territory here, this despite the fact that
Russian sources have introduced the concept of Muridism when writing about mountaineers in Caucasus and their resistance movement.
The recent tragic events in Chechnia, culminating in the Russian attack in December
1994, have given Prof. Gammer's study an undesired but not unsurprising actuality. In
fact, ever since 1922, when the last great Muslim uprising against the Russians was
crushed, all the problems have remained unsolved, and this despite Russian attempts to
commit genocide against the Chechens in the wake of World Wa¡ II, an attempt being
repeated before our eyes. Marie Bennigsen Broxup, in her informative article "After the

l99l'le

quotes the president of the Assembly of the Mountain Peoples of the
Caucasus, Musa Shanibov, writing in August l99l to the National Chechen Congress
that "the fate of the Caucasus is being decided in Chechnia". Whatever the outcome of the
Russian aggression, there is, as Marie Bennigsen Broxup notes, no future in the North

Putsch,

Caucasus for an indivisible Russia.

There is one problem that should be noted. Muslim Resislance to the Tsar is
based on a Ph.D. thesis submitted at the London School of Economics and Political
Science in 1989. But there is no indication as to when the manuscript was given to the
publisher. Perusing the notes and the fact that the undated Preface still mentions the
existence of the Soviet Union would suggest the year 1990.
The study is more or less in accordance with the subtitle: Shamil and the Conquest

of Chechnia and Daghestan. The author has done an astounding amount of research in
different archives and he manages to transform this often dull material into a vivid and
interesting account. This is by all standards a most readable historical study surely
de.stined to become a classic. The following quibbles are not meant to detract from the
value of this worthy replacement to John F. Baddeley's classic The Russian Conquest
of the Caucasas ( 1908) as a source of reference.
There are, to begin with, a couple of distracting factors, both, perhaps, something
the publisher should bear the blame for. It is always problematic when a study does not
have a Bibliography. In this case the author refers us to his "shamil Bibliography"20 but
it still is an inconvenience. This is a book of 452 pages; on making this statement this

19 Publith"d in The North

2o

Caucasus

Barrier. The

London 1992,219-240, quotation on p. 236.
Cenrra! Asian Suruey l0(1991)189-247.

Russian Advance

lowards the Muslìm World,
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fevie\ilef wishes to acknowledge his

a\ryareness
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of economic realities' That is' every

met the publishers' scom' But what
attempt to increase the bulk of this volume must have
the literary qualities and the
opportunities were missed further to enhance the readability,
aspect of this study by leaving rich Russian nineteenth-

"ànt".porury-with-the-events
about the caucasus without
century literature untapped. How can one write a book
plennik"
quoting (abundantly) Pushkin, Lermontov, Tolstoy et at¡¡l For a "Kavkazkii

rffe are indeed fortunate
since childhood this is a blemish, albeit a very subjective one'
Susan Layton's Russian
that the Cambridge University Press has announced that
The conquest of the caucøsus in Russian Literature is due

Literature and Empire,

for publication in January 1995'
especially
The chapter on the Naqshbandlya order was somewhat disappointing,
,'Muridism". Prof. Gammef notes that only very recently has
concerning events before

this is true, but then
western scholarship begun to deal seriously with the Naqshbandlya;
in 1994) is
(published
his narrative
he goes on and enumerates the studies upon which
'70s (not counting the articles in the second
uase¿ an¿ they are from the 1960s and early
article of the Naqshbandiya
edition of the Encyclopaed.ia of Istam). An almost verbatim
chapter appeared as

,.The beginnings of the Naqshbandiyya in Dãghestãn and the Russian

after(l) the book
conquest of the Caucasus" in Die Welt des Is|ams 34(1994)204-217
were up-dated although not
was published. In this article the bibliographical details
Gammer's productivity in the
affecting the content. One could, in a way, say that Prof.
here' He has published
reviewed
1990s is an obstacle to complete enjoyment of the study
in several different learned journals and collective works supplementhalf

a dozen articles

ing this studY.

Prof.Gammer,streatmentofthedifficultarchivalmaterialtestifiestohiseyefor
have thought that the
detail and nuances. But the present reviewer at least would
context' The Bolshaya
mountaineers resistance should have been brought into a broader

Igra,theGreatGame,spreadtotheCaucasusinthets30s,longbeforetheCrimean
rüfar. True, it was Circassia that was of interest, especially in the 1850s, but the British
too often thought of Shamil as a Cirçassian'2|
lvanovich BariaThe study ends with the surrender of shamil to Prince Alexandr
As this does not claim to
tinskii at GhunÍb on September ó (August 25, old style), 1859.
in Medina on February
died
Imam
the
be a biography of shamil, it is understandable. But
being to be content with Lesley
15, 187 i ,22 For the period I 859-7 I we have for the time
but somewhat gossipy
Blanch,s The sabres of Paradise 1-2 (1960), very entertaining
like to follow the fortunes and' as we
and not always trustworthy. For those who would
the Daghestanis after 1859 there are
today can witness, misfortunes of the Chechens and
Bennigsen and Chantal Lemerat least three excellent articles on the subject: Alexandre
au caucase du Nord", in
cier-Quelquejay, "clans et tariqat, soviets et parti communiste

2l

See

Kriegsgiele
f. ex. H. Wentker, Zerstörung der Großmacltt Rußland? Die britische¡t

ittr

Krimkrieg, Göttingen - Zürich 1993' 206-237 '

22

by the Wahhabis in the present centuryi
Hi* memorial stone in the cemetery of Medina was destroyed
llawtrqnxn ceoepin
Snurpaiþuuecxue
published
or the inscription
fortunately we have u
"opy

HoroKagxazaHaaPaõcx,oL'nePcn|cßolúfiTmeux'oM'?l,Ix,\x3:uaÃnncuX-XXas.'Mocx¡a

1980, 84f.
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Le cuisinier et le philosophe. Hommage a Maxime Rodínson, paris 19g2, pp.23s243;Marie Bennigsen Broxup, "The last ghazawdt: the 1920-1921 uprising',; and A.
Avtorkhanov, "The Chechens and the Ingush during the Soviet period and its antecedents". The latter two were published inThe North Caucasus Barrier (London 1992),

pp.

ll2-145 and 146-194.

The value of the book is enhanced by its illustrations and the more than twenty useful
and clear maps. There are the inevitable number of printing enors, missing diacritics and
letters in the text (somewhat more in the Notes) in what must have been a fairly difficult
manuscript. Some details concerning Arabic expressions: Prof. Gammer is too harsh in
condemning those who "translate" Derbend as "the gate"----cleady the Arabic equivalent

Bãb øl-abwãb lurks in the background; ahl al-sunna wal-ijmã< is the complete denominâtion urhen speaking of the sunnis; on p.440 we should read <aslør for army.

The publication of the Bibliography in central Asian survey (1991) has already
been commented upon; it seems to have been a deliberate act if we assume that the
manuscript was given to the publisher in 1990. In the List of sources (pp. 434-435) only
archival and unpublished sources are listed. When publishing the separate Bibliography
the author asked readers who know of items not included there to inform him about them;

consequently:

'

M. Cana¡d's important article "Chamil et Abdelkader", originally published in Annales

de l'Instítut d'Etudes oríentales de la Faculté des Lcttres d'Alger xIV(1956) 231255, reprinted in his Míscellanea oríentalía (variorum Reprint cslg), London 1923.
This article contains references to other items not mentioned in the Bibliography;
' there is a third volume of gnarpaiþnuecx,ne narúfrrnnx.n cenepxoro Ka.erara (see
note22 above);
' Archíve Edítíons have announced concerning their projects in preparation that they are
making available material never published before under the tttle The Caucasus: Archives

of the Central Caucasian Aùninistration c. IE00-1900. The editor is Prof. G. Bonda-

revsþ and the collection is planned to comprise approx. 12 vols.
Prof, Gammer is to be congratulated for a masterful study, not definitive, as he himself is the first to admit, but definitely destined to become the standard work of reference
for a long time to come. If the collapse of the Soviet Union and the opening of its a¡chives
had been known when the finishing touch \r,as given to the study, there might have been

the temptation to postpone publication. As it is now, we can look forward to further
details being clarified, but the overall picture has been for once and all presented.
If the present reviewer's efforts to view both the Wahhãbî movement and Shamil's
resistance against the advancing Russians as reverberations of the Naqshbandiya have
been resented, there still is one thing common to both studies reviewed here: they are of
the highest standa¡d.
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Maria Szuppe, Entre timourides, uzbeks et safavides. Questions d'histoire politique et
sociale de Hérat dans la première moitié du XVIe siècle, (Sralia lranica l2). Paris
1992. 180 pp.

This study is an enlarged version of two chapters from the author's doctoral dissertation
presented in l99l at the University of Paris ltr. As the title and subtitle tell us, the city of
Herat and its social and political history in the first half of the sixteenth century, in the
wake of the fall of the Timurid dynasty in 1507, and under pressure from the struggle for
dominance between the Ozbegs and the Safavids, is the subject matter of this wellresearched and interesting study.

We are given, to begin with, a description of the topography of Herat with its environment: its fortifications, gates, towers, Citadel, and outside the city the residential
gardens þaSÐ of the Timurid élite. Then, still as a preliminary, we are introduced to the
written material relating to the events in early sixteenth-century Herat. The central item
here is a local ch¡onicle in Persian (the critical edition of which was an integral part of the

original dissertation but not published here) wrinen by Amir Mahmi¡d (born between
1495 and 15l8-died after 1550), theTa'ríkh-i Shôh Ismâ<íl-i awal va Shdhlahrnãsp
(manuscript in British Library; Or'2939).

period of contention between the
fates
of Herat's Timurid administrators
the
follows
özbegs and the Safavids. Dr. Szuppe
in what could be called a "time of troubles". The city changed hands several times
(Timurids to the Ozbegs in 1507, the Özbegs in power 1507-10, l5l2-I3, the Safavids

The sixteenth century

was-in Khurãsãn-a

l5l0-12, and from 1513 on, though the Özbeg menace was continuous during the rest of
the sixteenth century), and the policies of the conquerors va¡ied: where the Özbegs were
for continuity and reinforced the role of the local élite, the Safavids came with their own
administrators as the new ruling élite. This led, naturally, to a more or less anti-Safavid
stand by the Heratis; the introduction of Twelver Shi'ism by the Safavids also contributed significantly to making Sunnism a political rather than merely a spiritual choice. These
anti-Safavid tendencies reached their culmination with the rebellion of 1535-38.
Writers, be they novelists or historians, seldom write the precise book the reviewer
would have liked to read. So too in this case. Something was missing; the vicissitudes of
the Heratis were well described, the political and social ups-and-downs of the Timurid
élite well depicted but "where was the beef'? During the reign of Itusain Bãiqarã (1470(Ali Shir Navã<î, creator of Chaghatai
1506) Herat had become a centre of culture: MIr
Turkish as a literary language, JâmI, the last of the great classical poeß writing in
Persian, Bihzãd, the famous miniature painter, all these and many others flourished in
Herat. There are those-still in the 20th century, albeit before the Soviet invasion-who
have considered Herat to be one of the most beautiful cities in the world. What a place it
must have been at the end of the Timurid period when the court could be compared to the
contemporaneous Medici court in the patronage of the arts, in its splendour, licentiousness and debauchery. This was lacking! The use of imagination should not be shunned by
serious historians or, as Henry David Thoreau put it: "What sort of science is it that
enriches the understanding but robs the imagination?"
But let there be no mistake here; this is a most welcome and useful study by a
competent

historian'
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Die Chronik des lbn ad-Dawddãri. Fünfter Teil: Der Bericht über die 'Abbãsiden.
Herausgegeben von l)orothea Krawulsky. (Quellen zur Geschichte des islamischen Agyptens, Bd. 1e.) Franz Steiner Verlag Wiesbaden GmbH, Stuttgart
1992.28+4OS pp. (Arabic text).

"A talented dilettante" is an exceptionally apt description of Saif al-dIn Abä Bak¡ ibn
'Abdallãh al-Dawãdãri (c. 1286-c. 1336) as a historian.23 This becomes more and
more obvious as the project to publish his universal chronicle Kanz al-durar wa-jãmi<
al-ghurar, commenced in 1960 by Prof. Hans Robert Roemer as the first title in Quellen zur Geschichte des islamischen ilgyptens, approaches its completion. tn fact, this
seems to have been the opinion of his contemporaries and fellow-Egyptians: no one
quotes him naming his work nor do the compilers of biographies consider him worthy of
inclusion. Of the planned nine volumes this is no. 5 and the seventh to be published; no.
2 (pre-Islamic history) and no.4 (the Umayyads) are still in Vorbereitung. Apparently
there have been some problems and delays with the editing of volumes 2,4(?) and 5. In
(Abd al-Tawwãb was in
1982 Prof. Ulrich Haarmann wrote of volume 2 that Ramadãn
the process of editing it (Edward Badeen is now preparing the edition), and mentioned
Prof. Hasanain Muhammad Rabi< as the editor of volume 5,24 which we now have in
this very competent and scholarly edition by Dr. Dorothea Kr:awulsky, who is well
known for her studies of the Mongols in Iran.
This fifth part describes the 'Abbãsid period in Egypt. But what was the 'Abbãsid
period in Egypt? After the collapse of the Umayyad Caliphate in 750 the last Umayyad
(not counting the Spanish branch) fled to Egypt where he was killed and the country
became part of the realm of the new dynasty. This is without question the beginning, but
where did the 'Abbãsid period end? Most of us today-Arabs and Orientalists alikewould say that the'Abbãsid period ended when Ibn Tülún was appointed govemor of
Egypt in 868; he did not, to be sure, break with Baghdad immediately and yes, there were
still some 'Abbãsid govemors between the fall of the Tälänids (905) and the take-over by
al-Ikhshid (935), but the arrival of Ibn ftillin marked the beginning of the end of actual
'Abbãsid rule in Egypt.Not so for al-DawãdãrÎ and other pre-Modern Egyptian
historians; for them the 'Abbãsid daulaheld sway in Egypt until the competing F{timid
Caliphate conquered the country in 969.
Volume five contains 504 pages of Arabic text, indices, bibliography, and 28 pages
of German introduction by the editor Dr. Krawulsky. The unique manuscript of the fifth
volume is an autograph dated ALl734ll333,
Among the sources utilized by Ibn al-Dawãdãrl for the 'Abbãsid period there are no
great and unexpected surprises. The editor has categorized them under three main head-

ings: world and local histories, adab-works, and ¡abaqdt-literature. The two main
historiographical works culled by Ibn al-Dawãdãrr are al-Qudã'Í's Ta'rîkh and al-

23 B. Rodtke, Weltgeschichte und Weltbeschreibung in mittelalterlichen
Studien

24 "queilen zur Geschichte des
I nstituts,

Islam (Beiruter Texte und

5l). Stuttgart 1992,206.
islamischen /igyptens", Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archilologischen

Abteilung Kairo 38(1982)203.
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Azdî,s al-Duwal al-munqa¡i,a. If there is something surprising in this fïfth volume

that-with

it

is

the exception of al-Qudã<[-¡e other well-known Egyptian historian is

mentioned.
The Arabic text is beautifully and accurately printedi the same cannot, unfortunately,
28
be said of the German introduction. An amazing number of errors can be found on the
have
amended'
not
would
proof-reading
that
nothing
pages, though nothing serious and
Editorial policy seems to have been quite liberal, judging from the volumes published so
far. The differences afe not disturbing but a text by one author should have been edited
In the Bibliography one searched in vain for Michael Collins Dunn's dis-

consistently.

<Abbãsid Egypt (Georgetown University 1975; University
Microfilms International, Ann Arbor 1980). Useful indices of personal and tribal natnes'
edition'
of place names, and of book-titles mentioned in the text enhance the value of this

sertation The Struggle

for
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du
Banquets d'orient. (Res Orientales IV). Groupe pour l'Étude de la civilisation

Moyen-Orient, Bures-sur-Yvette 1992. 150 pp'
This could so easily have been a really delectable book. As it stands, we have eleven
the
contributions, ñve in English, five in French, and one in German, beginning with
various
sumerians and ending in contemporary Karakoram. The contributions deal with
present
for
the
interesting
the
most
just
one aspect missing,
aspects of banquets; there is
studies
reviewer at least, the actual food prepared and the recipes. We have, of course, the
the cuisine of
by Jean Bonéro on the cuisine of ancient Mesopotamia, by Bert Fragner on
not to
\rVaines
cuisine,
Arabic
mediaeval
and Peter Heine on
the Iranian world, by David
mention the two collective studies, both of which were published in 1994: Culinary
Culîures of the Middle East, (eds. S. Zubaida and R. Tapper) and La alimentación
rffaines). Still here was an opportuen las culturas isldmìcas, (eds. M. Marin and D.

nity to dwell on Middle Eastern cooking that was not taken'
and art'
Banquet descriptions and scenes occur frequently in Mesopotamian literature
Three of the contributions take us to Mesopotamia. H.L.J. Vanstiphout studies
communal meals with some official standing", i.e' banquets, as they are de-

"festive

between
scribed in the so-called Debate Poems. We are given, as an example, the Debate
the
Ewe and Wheat which is "a banquet Disputation about a banquet, which contains
the contenders
elements ofa banquet and is, in a sense, held by the banquet" and where
concentrates
study
prepare up the banquet of which they partake. Dominiqüe collon's
or to
on banquet ("sumptuous feast", "dinner with speeches in celebration of something
to
the
BC
3100
from
c'
East
Near
Ancient
of
the
a cause"; OED) scenes in the art

further

a
Achaemenids. As the author remarks, the second meaning given by ¡he oED implies
one,
number of participants whereas in depictions from the Ancient Near East often only
of
kinds
different
many
are
There
shown.
and rarely more than two banqueters are
expedibanquets: connected with agrarian festivals, funerary, in celebration of hunting
tions and military victories, even on the occasion of a sacred marriage' Up to the mid-
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male transmitters, the term al-þafÍV appears as a descriptive for the individual and as a
portion of his proper name.The designation of al-þãfiV has three possible senses: one is
acquired when an individual has learned the Qur)ãn by hear[ in the instance of the
þadîth, it relates to the person who has a retentive memory (I.uft); nd in Iraq at least the
hãfi2 was the "clothes check" in the mediaeval baths. On the basis of the descriptions in
each of the 143 entries, there is no r€ason to assume the title inænds more than a retentive

memory, not necessarily relating to the memorization of the Qur)ãn but of hadlthmaterial in general. So it does not imply anything about the authenticity or validity of the
materials transmitted. AJso, al-þãfi¡, in its reference to a retentive memory, refers to oral

tradition; a þafil transmits from memory, not from books. [n this connection a reference
to Gregor Schoeler's seminal series of studies on "die Frage der schriftlichen oder mündlichen Ûberlieferung"26 would have been appropriate. Prof. Librande ends his contribution with an apt and memorable quotation from Ibn Qutaiba in which the Barmakid rrazrT
Yaþyã ibn Khãlid says: "People write down the best of what they hear; they learn by
hea¡t the best of what they write; they talk about the best of what they have memorized."

The Portuguese team of Onomasticon Arabicum have terminated their perusal of
two works of interest both for the history of the sciences and for the history of Muslim
Spain: Tabaqãt al-a¡ibbõ' wal-hukamã 'by lbn Juljul and labaqãt al-umam by $a(îd
al-AndalusI. In her article Marie-Geneviève Guesdon presents some reflections
inspired by Ibn Juljul's labaqãt, which was written in 987-8 on request from a person
in the Umayyad family. The message to the contemporaneous reader of Ibn Juljul's work
is what is of interest for the author of this article.
The two following articles were written by Prof. David J. Wasserstein; both on
the royal titulature. The first one, "Ibn ltazm on names meet for caliphs: the textual
history of a medieval Arabic onomastic catalogue and the transmission of knowledge in
classical Islam", st¡esses the importance attached by mediaeval Muslims, and their rulers,
to the throne names used by caliphs. The author compares the three extant versions of Ibn
[Iazm's (994-1064) Naq¡al-'arùs, a study with a passage on "names which are suitable
for caliphs but have not yet been used". The information yielded by the comparison can
be used to improve the texts of all three versions of the list. Also, it seems possible to
draw a number of conclusions about the transmission of knowledge in classical Islam in
general, The study is a masterful piece of detective work conceming the relationship
between different manuscripts. The second study deals with numismatic evidence and
asks the questions why Ibn 'Abbãd, the second ruler of the 'Abbãdid dynasty of Seville
(r. 104l-1069) was at first called Fakhr al-daula and only later took the title of al-

Mu'ta{id, and when this change took place.
The last study by Denise Aigle follows a learned Shãfi'ite family from the village
of I] in southern Iran on its travels in quest of religious learning to various centres of
learning in the Islamic world in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The main source of
information even in this case is al-Sakhãwl's al-Qau'.
Hopefully this short résumé of the contents has conveyed at least some of the

26

ln Der

t s!¿t.r¡ 62t 1985,

66/1989, 6gt lgg2.
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pleasure it gave the present reviewer. The contributions are of interest for all students
the mediaeval Islamic

world'

of
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Mehrdad Shokoohy and Natalle H. Shokooh!,Nagaur, Sultanate and Early
Mughat History and Archítecture of the District of Nagaur, India. (Royal Asiatic

society Monograph

xxvuD. London 1993. I92 pp..72 line drawings,

132

photographs.

This beautifully executed book is an account of the Islamic buildings of the district of
Nagaur in central Rajasthan from the twelfth century until the establishment of the Mughal
empire. Nagaur has historically been the centre of a district which includes towns such as
Didwana, Khatu, Ladnun, Mandor, and Naraina. The study is based on an extensive
field-survey in these towns undertaken by the authors, Dr. Mehrdad Shokoohy, an
architect, and Natalie H. Shokoohy, an architectural historian,in 1977 and l98l' They
also included in their survey buildings from the Mughal period, some of which are briefly
discussed in the text, while others are noted in Appendix IV. The study is part of a larger
project to survey and record the so far unpublished sultanate monuments of North India.
Some reports have already appeared in print. The authors have also been involved in a
similar project to record the buildings of the Muslim trading communities in the coastal
regions of South Asia.
The study commences with an account of the Islamic history of the district of
Nagaur: the development of Islamic control after the Ghurid conquest of Northem India in
the late twelfth century (albeit, as the authors note, the Islamic history of Nagaur antedates
this to the times of the Ghaznavid advances in the first decades of the twelfth century); the
Sultanate of Delhi, of which, during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Nagaur
remained a part; and of the independent khans of Nagaur, whose rule lasted for over a
century (c. 1400-c. 1538). The rule of the independent khans of Nagaur came to an end

when Maldev, the Raja of Jodhpur, took possession of Nagaur'

In

1556-57 Akbar's

anny annexed the region to the Mughal empire.
After this historical introduction, the historic towns of Nagaur, Chinar, Didwana,
Khatu, Ladnun, Mandor and Naraina are combed for their sultanate monuments: old town
walls, city gates, forts, step-wells (ba'ol), mosques, khãnaqãhs, tombs, etc. Excellent
plans accompany the text. The historical inscriptions pertaining to the monuments are
commented upon as far as they throw light on the history of the region. An overall view
of Nagaur architecture is given on pages 58-60, something that, perhaps, could have preceded the treatment of the individual monuments. Concerning the bã'olî, the authors'
opinion as to their origin in pre-Islamic India could have been enlarged upon, as could
their view of whether or not there are simila¡ wells in Central Asia.
The printing and proof reading have beæn exe¿uted with the utmost care, missing diacritics and printing errors are few and far between. Some errors should be corrected:
o on page 5: the construction inscription of the Buland Darw-aztis 1333, not 1232-33;
! on pages 8 and 19l: thelaqab of Suhrawardi was Shihäb al-dln;
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Appendix I, the genealogical table ofthe khans ofNagaur (p.173), contains several
inaccuracies: the date of Tafar Khãn's birth is 1342, and the information given for Tãtãr
Khãn is at variance with the dates given on page I l.
The authors are to be congratulated not only for this excellent study of the architecture of the district of Nagaur but also because they have, with their studies in general of
hitherto little known and accurately described monuments, opened both for scholars and a

wider public a new world of Islamic architecture in North India, and placed
historical

context'

it in its
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Ét¡enne Tiffou (with the collaboration of Y. Ch. Morin, H. Berger, lD. L. R. Lorimer, Nasir Uddin Hunzai), Hunza Proverbs. University of Calgary Press. Calgary
1993.252 pp. 2 maps.
Hunza is a legendary mountain valley in Westem Karakorum in the northernmost region
of Pakistan. The language of this previously rather isolated area is Burushaski, a relic of a
once probably more widespread language family. Prof. Etienne Tiffou has for many years
done research on Burushaski, especially the dialect of Yasin. Now he has provided us
with a collection of some 560 proverbs, sayings and riddles in transcription and translation with grammatical and semantic analysis. The work has been done with the collaboration of three other living scholars, Professor Yves-Chades Morin, Professor emeritus
Hermann Berger and Mr. Nasir Uddin Hunzai. The latter, as a native speaker and resea¡cher of Burushaski, has provided the majority of the entries. Most of the other entries

stem from Berger and the late Colonel David Lockhart Robinson Lorimer, the great
pioneer of Burushaski studies. Some (approx. 120) of the proverbs have been published
previously.
As is to be expected, the book is a joyful mine of information for both the folklorist
and the linguist. The introductory chapter (pp. l-18) takes us into the field as well as to
the desk. In addition to an overview and basic analysis of the material, we are given a
brief insight into the intricacies of the Burushaski language (in the section 'Aspects of
Burushaski Grammar', pp. 9-18).
The corpus is presented alphabetically in seven chapters, according to the following
formal classiûcation: Proverbs (19-80), Jussive Formulas (81-93), Questions and Exclamations (95-110), Comparisons (11l-167), Phatic Phrases (169-185), Riddles (187198). At the end there are indexes of the entries (199-215), the Burushaski words (217230), the English words (231-242) and proper nanres (243-245). Finally, there is a fairly
extensive bibliography (247 -252).

The Hunza people are endowed with a marvellous sense of humour. This humour is
given eloquent expression in the proverbs and riddles included in this collection. Many of
the proverbs are rather difñcult to appreciate without explanation. The author not only
explains these proverbs, but provides a great deal of extra cultural information.
The author is well aware of the difficutty in trying to classify the material neatly.
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Most of the heterogeneous jussive formulae and some of the other entries could just as
well have been counted as proverbs of a particular form, e.g. {2Ol0L Di! ne håsto
dúmar 'Before you buy an elephant, prePare its placel' (p. 84), f2037 Siqár apí te
jamé taské 'If you are not afraid to be ashamed, bend your bow!' (p. 9l), #4016L
Gay{r ilthr mayâam nusé yáa íimo guchárç til éelum juwân [for juln] 'Like the
crow who forgot how to walk after trying to imitate a chikor.' (p. I 16).
How should one classify a saying that would seem like the reverse of Murphy's
Law? #lO768 Hayúr ke yuú¡, darôyo ke yuúg 'When the horse brings luck, the stick
too can bring luck.' (rwhen everything is going well, anything may bring luck; p. 42).
The material is as rich and interesting for the linguist as for the folklorist. It contains
several noteworthy grammatical constructions. The aorist participle is used as an infinitive
(verbal noun): #1093 Hérumcum gáarcum Íuwá [for 5uá] 'Running is better than
weeping., (p.47), #1106 Hurú.tume hik çiqár diyéme tha ¡iqár'The shame is on
you once when you sit down, a hundred times when you stand.' (p. 5l).
The infinitive is used as a main predicate: #11t9 Jatún chuúm beldár éceqiyrs
'the heavy load bends the donkey.' (p. 55), #1154 Qhalk te qhelt ðal étá¡e ustÓat¡r
sig wfas 'rühen the eagles are struggling, their feathers fall to the archer's feet.' (p'
66), #l l93L U te baldá jakúne gánas apí 'The donkey cannot carry the burden of the

samel.' (p. 79), #2032L Qir¡íz asrán oómanas! saríqule astám menås [for
manâasl 'Don't let us have Qirgiz justice! I-et us have Sariqul justice!' (p. 90).
Non-coreferential conjunctive participles with two explicit subjects are quite common, e.g.: #ll35B Mamátie bar je ke áastige ha duwáasin GóciI Ken [probably
for Khanl uyôon úrni numúyan 'So speaks Mamáti: "If I am safe with my family' the
people of Gánesh [for Gánish] can perish with their mother."' (p. 60), #1160 Sar çu¡
numán nuk wáalimi '[When] the thread is broken the pearls a¡e lost' (p. 67)' #l 1688
Sermán duús ðamáqe gaç ními 'lJVhen matches appeared, flint and steel lost its
value.' (p.70).
Some words have not been recorded before, e.g. díin 'leopard' (p. 66, #1156),
qhôin'habit' (p.66, #1155), baskóði 'more than one's share' (p.77, #ll89B) from
bast 'extra, spare'.
The transcription employed is a slight modification of that developed by Hermann
Berger (Heidelberg). Since we are dealing with a Pakistani language, it might have been
expedient if the author had conformed to the way affricates a¡e transcribed in other South
Asian languages. A c without any diacritical mark is palatal. Tiffou makes it dental (in
South Asian linguistics written ó or ts)'

Unfortunately, Burushaski words are sometimes misspelt, especially as regards the
accent, e.g. in contracted doubly accented verb forms such as écai for écâi 'he does',
écam for écám 'he was doing', etc. (these mistakes occur also in the grammatical paradigms on p. l3). [n the proverbs also non-contrâcted forms are often spelt as contracted.
The superessive in -a.Ce, on the other hand, should not have a double accent as e.g. in
ðhá¡åçe for ðháçage 'upon the thorn'. The particle kúli, 'even', is always misspelt as
kulí, Other misspellings are imaí bái for imái bâi, 'he becomes', niçín for ní¡in,
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'having eaten', aímur (p. 81, {2002) for âinur, 'to my daughter'. The durative stem of
man-, 'to be(come)', is variously given as meéy (p.73, #ll78L) ornéei (p.75,
#1182) instead of maí or meí.
The long vowel in the contracted perfect is given as short, e.g. in éta (p. 13) for
étáa, 'you have done'; séaa¡ (p.75, #l182) is written with a short final vowel as if it
were a conative, but probably the form should be sénåan, 'they have said'. Other
misspellings of long vowels or accents are oséibån (p. 34, #1049L) for oósei bóatr,
'they do not sâ!', ástariaá (p. 99, #3015L) for ástar!åa, 'will you cut me?', men (p.
30, #1050L) for meén, 'old', rnéeç for meéç, 'skin bag', manás (p. 50, # I l03L) for
manåas, 'to be', maaá (p. 39, #1064L) for nanåa, 'you are (conative)', etc.
Spurious glides are inserted in words like shuwá for shuá, 'good' and juwóa for
juán, 'like, as if', and in the ending complex -iya for -ia. Palatals, dentals and retroflexes are sometimes confused, e.g. yéaiÍ (p.23, #l0l4L) foryéniç,'gold', é5i (p.
83, # 2OO7L) for éçi, 'at its neck', dígtim (p. l2l, #4034) for dí5tim, < 'grow',
birå¡catum (p. 83, #2009) for biránqagum, 'from the mulberry tree'. A strange
mistake is akh{¡ci for akúci, 'it will not give you' (p. 78,#ll92L) < -6-.
Words are sometimes inflected according to the Yasin dialect, e.g. nutåarce (p. 30

#10368) for nutáarc(in), 'having run'. In the famous tongue-twister proverb #1060L

the third syllable is missing: read acúkupirkaina, 'you will not stumble' for
atúpirtaima. In guríig, 'of your hand' (p. 37), the genitive ending -e is missing.
The opaque expression gok guyh (wrongly written as gok guíy, p. 32 #l04lL),
'your children', is etymologically glossed as 'your your son' [sic]. I think the only
possible etymology of this kind of expression must be *gô-i ke gu-.¡rú(-a) 'your
daughterfsf and your son(s)' (the prefix varies with the possessor).
There are some mistranslations of words, e.g. gr¡r, 'corn' (p. 35, # 1053L) for
'wheat'; har in #l153 (p. 65) is not 'ox' but 'every'.
In a few cases the grammatical analysis is dubious. In#1162 S¡r talén mon yáarar
'The rabbit always returns where there is wild thyme.' (p. 68), talén is glossed as
NOM¿, i.e. a conjunctive participle, but then nultálan would have been expected. In
#2Ol4L Émas te démas, 'Give and you will receive' (p. 85), the author misinterprets
the final -as as an infinitive marker (NOM5). Actually the verbs just happen to end in -as:

-.mas- and d-.mas-, and the forms are thus simple imperatives.
The curious form jõõ in #l186 Thoç gapú jõõ; meén 5uró jõõ (p.76) 'Thanks
for a new cloth; thanks for an old cake' might simply be joó, 'give it to me!', rather than
an irregular diminutive of juú, as suggested by the author.

It might seem that a redundant double negative occurs in the first clause in #l 146 Na
bóoði oôçam, na harâlði disíljam, '['ll neither get dry under the sun nor wet in the
rain' (p. 63). However, oóçan is not a negative form, but the positive first person
singular future of -úy- 'to dry' > a-hc-a-m, 'I will dry'. The negative counterpart
would be: ay-â-uc-a-m, 'I will not dry'.
In #3003 the verb form akúuya (p. 96) is wrongly glossed as 'NEG.I give', i.e. as
if from -ylrn- rather than from -ú- (a-kh-u-y-a b6a 'I do not give it to you'). ln #4176
there is a spurious form manl¡máan, 'they are' (p, 165), which seems like a contamina-
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tion of manúman, 'they becarne' and m¡¡áa¡, 'they have become"
gí- for
The word indexes contain some misprints and efrors. E.g. {ío for {í0ar,

for guchár-, guphåyo for -pháyo, -' -yurt- for d-' -yurt-' yúwar
kái¿r for
una yoy for yúya, halég for halí, iðhonju¡ for -ðhóniu¡' íst for -'st'
kái, -.n- for -.nas- and d-.m- for d-'mas-, mú¡a¡ for muç' nayéer for nayé' 9ígíy.-,

gtclr-

for -gí, ¡aâs and nása¡ for nas, ''q,Lî- for -'qbar-' qhayráat for qhairát'
qtuCley for qhudéi, sapú for sapúu, -sár- for -sarúu-, Iáti¡e for lat, d--5i- for
ror -yâ'-, -yéc- for
J_.É"_, Ëlrtio"" for Iútin, tére for ter, -'yai- for -yå-, -'y'¡a-yeéc-,yuúlgis for -úlgi¡, yhy- for -úy-'
BERTTL TTKKANEN

und intersiegfried Lienhard, Indische Anthologie. Klassische Dichtung übertragen
149
pretiert. (Documenta Mundi. Indica l.) Paul Âströms Förlag, Jonsered 1993'
+2pp. + I ill.
to be' The main
Classical Indian poetry is not as well known in the West as it deserves
reader of the
the
convince
would
reason for this is the paucity of translations which

literary merit and the exquisite, haunting beauty of the originals. Even

a

fine translation is

of the Indian aesthetic
often defective by itself, as the long tradition and high achievement
on the framework
(kavya
sanskrit),
in
theory and the whole concept of literature proper
to European
of which classical poetry opefates, are equally-and as undeservedly-alien
connoisseurs of literature.
poetry in German transTherefore the appearance of a new collection of Indian lyric
Lienhard, a distinguished and versatile scholar, is most welcome'

lation by Dr siegfried
in transliteration and a
Dr. Lienhard has supplied each translation with the original text
of the poem and its cultural and
short commentary concerning the theme and interpretation
specimens of short
literary background. The poems represented range from the eadiest
incomparable Praand
Hãla's
poetry, namely the Pãli Theragãtha andTherlgãthd

lyric

great
krit lyrics, to the gems of the classical masters of Sanskrit verse and their last
disciple Bîhãri Lãl (l?th cent.), who wrote in Hindi'

Asarule,thelndianlyricstanzaisaverycompactandtightlyorganizedunitof

eye on this ultimate
subtly interwoven words and images. The translator must keep an
the essential grace
compromising
without
unity, the cohesion and economy of expression,
most of these tough
and opulence of poetic diction. The German translations meet
easily, and the translator has
demands; although carefully structured, they flow freely and
translation and the urge
philological
managed to avoid borh the dangers of a dry-as-dust
inflating the text, which mars many "artistic" interpretations. He has consciously

for

but has striven instead to frnd
eschewed echoing the metre or the euphony of the originals

and literature' The
the equivalent expression within the context of German language
glimpses of information the
explanations are to the point and most helpful. From these
in Classical India'
reader can infer the full scope of poetical means and values
one
My only regret is that the poems (66 items in all) seem to be too few in number'
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could also speculate on the possibility of a broader general introduction to the intricacies
of the kãvya to make things clearer. on the other hand, the method of beginning the
study of literature with the texts themselves is sound enough. The layout of the book is
somewhat unorthodox, but the illustrations, taken from Indian miniatures, add to the
charm of the poems.
The present volume is the first in a series which purports "to make Ancient Near
Eastern and Meditenanean texts available to students in transcriptions and translations as a
kind of Loeb or Budé edition for pre-classical documents." The aim is praiseworthy as
well as ambitious. It will be interesting to see how the volumes in preparation, consisting
of old sumerian, Hittite, Egyptian and Mycenaean texts, will rise to this challenge.
VN.P¡ HIiNßE¡.¡.A}[rm.A

Hanns Oertel, Kleine Schriften l-2. Herausgegeben von Heinrich Hettrich und Thomas oberlies. Glasenapp-Stiftung, Band 32. Franz steiner verlag, wiesbaden 1994.

XV + 16ó9 pp.
The new Glasenapp-Stiftung volume is dedicated to Hanns Oertel (1868-1952). The

life

and work of this German Indologist can be divided into two different periods. Oertel
spent his early years in the u.s.A. As a pupil of whitney, he was interested in Vedic

philology and wrote his most important studies on the Jaiminlya Sãmaveda, especially on
the Jaiminiyabrãhmaqa. The very first article, actually a small note in the pAos, hails
from 1890. At the beginning of the First World War Oertel was visiting Europe and
remained there, formally giving up his chair at Yale in 1917. After a break of several
years he resumed his career in Swiss and German universities, from 1925 at the
University of Munich. In this period his scholarly work was mainly centred on Vedic
granunaf, especially syntax. His great syntactic frles were destroyed in an air raid during
World War II, but even after the war Oertel continued his studies.
The work is divided in a way rather unusual in the Glasenapp-Stiftung Series. The
flrst volume of 772 pages consists of the Kleine Schríften proper, articles in journals
and Festschrifts. A briefbiography is given in the preface and, as usual, a full bibliography. The second volume consists of the academy works (Akademieabhandlungen) of
Oertel published by the Munich Academy in various volumes of its Abhandlungen
series. They contain the bulk of Oertel's studies on Vedic grammar, which are thus
handily available in one volume. At the end are 69 pages of Indices, in some cases to be
supplemented by Oertel's own published indices to the individual studies.
KLAUS KARTTUNEN

A. K. IVarder,Indian Kãvya Literature, Vol. VI. The Art of Storytelling. Motilal
Banarsidass, Delhi 1992.

xiii, 852 pp.

The present volume of Professor Warder's monumental work carries the story through
the I lth century with its many important authors, such as King Bhoja, Kçemendra,
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K$nami$ra, and Bilhana. Somadeva with his wotk Ocean comes here, although several
"streams" have already been discussed by him on earlier occasions. This century is also
the context for discussing several important cycles of stories, such as those connected
with Vikramãditya, in India as well as in Central and Southeast Asia. Buddhist literature
is represented, in addition to K$emendra's Buddhist work, by e.g. Dipaúkarairijñãna,
the S-thalavatthuppakaraqa and the Sahøssavatthuppakara4a. Several Apabhraqr6a
works are from this century, as well as some eady epics in Telugu and Kannada.
KLAUS KARTTUNEN

Circulation des monnaíes, des marchandises et des biens. Publié par le Groupe pour
l'Étude de la Civilisation du Moyen-Orient, sous la direction de Rika Gyselen. (Res
Orientales V). Bures-sur-Yvette 1993' 187 pp.
Our knowledge of the history of international trade in the Indian Ocean and Asia has
greatly increased in recent years, partly due to new archaeological finds, paftly to rearranging and systematizing and partly to a better understanding of various kinds of
existing evidence. Several disciplines have contributed their share: archaeology, numismatics, epigraphy, papyrology, and philology, as well as social and economic history.
The present volume is a collection of nine articles all more or less related to economic
and commercial history of the ancient (5), mediaeval (2) and early modern (2) periods.
Every article is furnished with a brief surnmary, mostly in English and French. With two
exceptions (Potts in English and Alram in German), the articles are all written in French.
The articles are arranged in chronological order, beginning from the third millennium
8.C., with Daniel Pott's attempt to show that several Sumerian and Akkadian lexemes for
stones may signify the soft-stone of Oman and Eastern lran. André Finet deals with a
possible contribution of Mari documents to biblical history. With several plates of coins
and with a metrological contribution by St. Karwies, Michael Alram sheds light on the

early history of Achaemenid coinage, in connection with an unpublished hoard of siglos
from Asia Minor.
J. Elayi and A. G. Elayi briefly discuss the circulation of A¡adian (Greek Arados,
modern 'Arwãd in Syria) coins in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. I have read this article
four times, but I am still puzzled by the summary's claim that "these coins have not only
circulated through the Near East but as far as Afghanistan". Moreover, on page 60 it is
expressly stated that "le point extrême est à I'est de Dha¡an" on the Ambian coast, west of
Bahrain. In addition, the East A¡abian finds by D. T. Potts mentioned on page 58 are not
indicated on the map (which does not include Afghanistan at all).
Osmund Bopearachchi has lately become known for his numerous detailed and pene-

trating studies of Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek numismatics. This time, however, he
gives us a preliminary survey of the circulation of foreign coins in Sri Lanka (Indian'
Roman, Iranian, and Chinese), from ancient times until the 15th century. In a long contribution (pp. 89-139, with several maps) François Thierry discusses the Sasanian coins
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found in China and some related questions.
The rest is less familiar to the reviewer; Yves Porter andäiva Vesel discuss some
precious stones and other products in mediaeval han. Michel Tuchscherer deals with trade

on the Red Sea around 1700. Finally, Anne Frémont makes some "remarks" on the
commercial activity of the Burusho country (extreme north of present-day Pakistan) from

176l to the present day.
KLAUS KARTTUNEN

Matteo Ripa, Giornale (1705-1724). Introduzione, testo critico e note di Michele
Fatica. Vol. I (1705-I7ll). (Collana "Matteo Ripa" IX). Istituto Universitario
Orientale, Napoli 1991. CL)O(, 303 pp., 29 tavole.
The name of Matteo Ripa (1682-1746), missionary and founder of the Collegìo dei
Cinesi in Naples, is known to everyone interested in the history of Sinology. His
journal has been published several times, but always in publications not easily available
and, as is shown in the long introduction, in abridged and often intentionally changed
form. Here we now have here the fi¡st volume of a critical edition. Though it must mainly
interest Sinologists and historians of missions, the diary offers fascinating reading, even
for the general reader.
The journal begins

in

1705, when Ripa left Naples for Rome, but his great voyage

began only three years later. Afterjoumeying tluough Germany and the Netherlands Ripa
and his companions emba¡ked on an English East lndia vessel, which set sail on 4th June
1708. As Catholic missionaries they needed to travel in disguise. The detailed diary leads

in September (account of the land on pp.
(Nias
Island) was reached in early December. From 25th
62-86), and the Sumatran coast
January to 28th February 1709 the missionaries stayed in Bengal, visiting local Catholic
missionary stations. The account of the land on pp. ll4-137 includes descriptions of
us to Cape Town, where they stayed one week

many fruits (a common theme in early travel books), but also a syllabary of the Bengali
alphabet (opposite p. 129). From Bengal they proceeded to Malacca(2nd-27th April, on

pp, 140-152) and to Manila (l6th June-25th November) and finally arrived in Macao on
6th January, 1710. In July they proceeded to Canton, and on 5th November began the
final journey to Peking. The ñrst volume is broken off in the neighbourhood of Peking on
5thFebruary 17ll.
The long introduction sheds much light on the history of Ripa himself and of his
diary, analyses previous publications, and explains how the anti-Jesuit Ripa was used as
a weapon in the disputes between Jesuits and other missionary orders, especially the
Lazarists. Fuller and more clearly marked rubrication would have made it much easier to
use.

At the end several indices complete the work. These include an index of persons, one
of place names (all with co-ordinates), and a Chinese glossary including pinjin, Ripa's
transcription and Chinese characters. After these comes a general index (lndíce
generale), which turns out to be something one has already missed-a list of contents.
KLAUS KARTTUNEN
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Patrul Rinpoche, The Words of My Perfect Teacher Kunzang lama'i
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With a foreword by the Dalai Lama. Translated by the Padmakara Translation Group.
(The Sacred Líterature Seríes, edited by Kerry Brown and Sima Sharma.) Harper
Collins Publishers, San Francisco 1994. xliv+457 pp.
According to the translators, this appreciated introduction to the foundations of Tibetan
Buddhism provides a detailed guide to the methods by which an ordinary person can
transform his or her consciousness and set off on the path to Buddhahood' As literary
genre it is a dzogs-chen ("Great Perfection") work explaining the preliminary practices of
"The Heart-essence of the Vast Expanse" (klang-chen snying'thíg28), a Nyingma text

discovered by Rigdzin Jigme Lingpa (1729-1798). He received this text in a series of
visions of the "omniscient" (kun-mkhyen) guru Longchenpa (Longchen Rabjampa,

kLong-chen rab-'byams-pa, 1308-1363). Jigme Lingpa passed it on to a few capable
disciples, among others to Jigme Gyalwai Nyugu ('Jigs-med rgyal-ba'i myu-gu), who
concentrated on the goal of ultimate realization while living in a mere depression in the
ground.

rüe are told that Patrul (dPal-sprul) Rinpoche, a famous l9th-century Nyingma
mâster (b. 1808), received this teaching from Jigme Gyalwai Nyugu fourteen times. Later
it was written from memory by Patrul. The resulting written guide (khrid ydg) is

classified as a manual of practical advice in the style of oral instructions for anyone
sincerely wishing to practice the Dharma and to get rid of their own mistakes that can be
made on the spiritual journeY.29
The frrst part of the book should contain contemplations which can be practised by

anyone, Buddhist or not, as they focus on the frustration and suffering of worldly
existence, As "taking refuge" is described as the gateway to all teaching and practices, the
gateway to taking refuge is faith: "If you have no faith, the entrance to the Dharma ís
blocked', (p. l2). The first step in taking refuge is thus based on developing a lasting
and stable faith. Faith is said to be offour kinds: vivid, eager, confident and ineversible

faith: "Of the four types of faith, aímfor faith that is irreversíble" (pp.l2'13). "lÍ
you hatl no faith in the Bucldhals teachings you would not feel any inclinatíon for
the Dharma" (p.22). For taking refuge with irreversible faith there are three different
levels of motivation.

The second part of the book begins with taking refuge in the Buddha, Dharma and
Sangha, the "three jewels", which is a traditional practice of all "insiders" or Buddhist
believers. This is a gate beyond which the non-Buddhist hardly is capable of or willing to
go. Such a person may also recollect what the Buddha is reported to have repeatedly said:
,,Be your own light, be your own refuge, there ís no other reruge; be the Dharma

21 Kun bung bla ma'i zhal lung.
28 TheTibet* title-page readsiSamantahhadra
29

gurormukhãgama nãma mahdsandhi mahòdhãtu citta'

tilakasya pûnanigatînãni nayakamvar44aviharati sma I rDzogs-pa chen'po kløng chen snying tig
gí sngon 'agro'i khrid yig Kun bzøng bla ma'i zlal lung zhes bya ba bzhugs so'
ôesni Rabten's small booklet The Preliminary Praclices (Dharamsala 1976) contains all the same

points as patrul Rinpoche in only 64 pages. He makes clear that to practise Dharma, one must first
àccomplish the Five Preliminaries. If this is done properly, all further practices will develop better. In
the Gelugpa tradition there are six preliminaries.
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your l¡ght, be the Dharma your refuge, there ís no other refuge." (e.9. Dírghanikãya
II:3:2 and ltr:3). According to DIVII:3:6, after the death of the Buddha the monks had to
trust in the Dharma and the Vinaya only, but a triple refuge-taking developed soon. In this
way the role of the teacher grew in importance enormously. To the eyes of an outsider,
the stressed position of living gurus and lineage traditions may not harmonize well with
the quoted words of the Buddha. (The triple refuge+aking is also mentioned in DN I:5,
but only in a parable ælling that it is better than daily offerings at home.)
Part two explains the inner preliminaries (visualization and mantras) or first steps of
the Vajrayãna and the Guru Yoga presuming a close link between instructor and disciple.

At this point the ordinary guruless reader becomes aware that only the ñrst half of the
book is useful for the general public. The often despised term "Lamaism" may seem
justified for Tibetan Buddhism, as the central role of the lama (guru) and the faith in him
and his lineage are considered inevitable to secure progress. "Have genuine faìth in
your teacher" (p. l8). The teacher is held in high regard as Buddhists think that one
cannot simply learn from books what to study and contemplate or how to meditate.
Seemingly, at the beginning we cannot rely solely on our own ideas and thoughts since it
is these that have landed us in the confusion that we now have. Consequently, the book is

not dedicated to disciples but "To the teachers of the past, the present and the
future". Accepting this statement means inevitably the necessity of finding a spiritual
teacher. Moreover, is the Dharma useful at all without a teacher? If one has enough faith,
earnestness and insight, but no spiritual teacher, what can one do? It is stated (p. l3):
"Your interest in lhe Dhanna is the basis of what you will achieve, So depending on
whether your degree of interest is superíor, middling or inferior you will become a
superior, middling or inferior practitioner. And if you are not at all interested in the
Dharma, there will be no result at all. As the proverb puts it: The Dharma is
nobody's property, It belongs to whoever is the most interested," However, one has
already got the feeling that the Dharma must be property of the gurus. Alas, a guruless
seeker trying to get along with the Buddha's admonition only, is obviously a pitiful loser.
Tibetan Buddhists point out six stains to be avoided, among them proudly believing
yourself superior to the teacher who is explaining the Dharma and not trusting the master
and his teachings. Capable gurus or spiritual friends are obviously rare. If there is no

possibility of autonomous progress, even the book under review is of little avail, at least
for independent study.
One is certainly discouraged to read: "Moreover, someone who does not have the
good fortune to be able to see representatíons of the Conqueror to inspire hís
devotion, or to read and hear the precious and excellent teachings as the material
for study and reflection, will not be fully capable of receiving the Dharma." (p. 24)
What is this? Here we stand, just anybody under the twinkling sta¡s, and look into the
-mystery of
existence wishing to understand. But we are offered certain preconditions,
limitations and even the need for "good fortune" to be able even to start. "Our own good
fortune" means having taken up the Dha¡ma. But:. "Although we have taken up the
Dharma, wìthout the favourable circumstance of being accepted by a spiritual friend
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we would never come to know what the Dharma ís really about" (p. 25), and:
.,Even if you start practising the Dharma, unless you have been accepted by a
spiritual friend it wilt be of no use" (p.28). '...when ít cotnes to doing the
practice
even if you can explain the whole Tripitaka from memory and are very
the teacher's practica.I guidance you and the
skilled in metaphysics
- without
(pp.
28-29).
In addition, we are warned of false spiritual
part
company"
Dharma wiII
friends, of the possibility of not understanding a single word of the teaching or its
meaning, of laziness in learning the Dharma, of obscurations and negative actions
including a backlog of bad actions, and the like. Better to give up already?
Compassion towards all living beings is motivated through the idea of rebi¡th: we
have to see our parents in each of them. I believe that a merciful hea¡t identifies itself with
every living being even spontaneously. Further, we are taken amidst such diffuse concepts as "the Six realms Of eXiStence", "accumulating merit and wisdOm". We reAd: "Zo
realíze the true nature of the authenlic Dharma, it is absolutely necessary to be a
human being" (p. 22).Seemingly, an animal may gain merit to be born as human,
although it allegedly is devoid of the idea of Dharma and consequently cannot consciously

start "to gain merit" in order to be born as a human being. When the zoomorphic
Bodhisattva adventured as the hero in jãtaka tales, he acted and thought like a human
resembling the animals in the Pañcatantra or Aesop's fables'

Though deep-rooted in traditional Buddhist mythological and ontological concepts,
the book illustrates fundamental features of the nature of existence. We may leave the
gods, asuras, pretas and howling or crushing hells on their own, but instead become
intensely aware of the crucial fact of the all-pervading impermanence based on the compositeness of all phenomena. We learn about "negative" actions to be abandoned and

"positive" actions to be adopted as well

as about the crucial importance of wisdom and

compassion.

Indeed, the Buddhists work diligently for their liberation from all worldly attachments so that such an eager concern about the t¡ansient ego may sometimes look a little bit
one does not take the samsaric torments so honible personally but
accepts them without comments, if one feels no need to escape anything, one might be
spiritually outside it. Samsara becomes equal to nirvana? No, this error is corrected on p.
31. He or she represents one of the eight incompatible propensities that leave no freedom
to practise the Dharma "[beingJ a person who feels not the slíghtest consternat¡on
either on hearíng of lower rebirths and the ills of samsara, or ín the face of thís
present life's sufferings, has no determination whatsoever to liberate himself from

contradictory.

If

samsera, and thereþre feels no reason to engage ín Dharma practice," Howevet, the
opening words of part II:2 remain, puzzling one's mind:
"Through your great wísdom, you have realized nirtana,
Through your great compassion, you willingly embrace samsara.
Through your skill in rnethods you have realized that they are no dífferenL
Peerless Teacher, at your feet I bow." (p. 195)
Alrhough the promise of suitability even for non-Buddhists of the frrst part of the
book is somewhat abated even in the very beginning, the book contains much entertaining
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reading in the form of edifying stories and anecdotes meant to elucidate the essence of the

Dharma.

It can be warmly recommended to anyone interested in the Tibetan Buddhist

tradition. More than 300 notes and a useful glossary give detailed information on important matters. A helpful index concludes the work. The translation and the general appearance are excellent.

HARRY Hru-ÉN

Li

Ying-chang, Lao-tzu's Treatise on the Response of the Tao (T'ai-shang kan-yìng
p'ien). Translated with an introduction by Eva lVong, ìlVith an historical
introduction by Sean Dennison. (The Sacred Literature Series) HarperCollins

Publishers, New York 1994, xxxxv+102 pp.
"The present translation, which is of the T'aïshang Kan-ying P'ien and of fifteen
stories which illustrate it, seeks to introduce a representative text of Taoism to Western
readers through the perspective of those who practise the tradition." These are the apt
words of the translator, Dr Eva Wong, Director of Studies for the Fung L.oy Kok Institute

of Taoism, an Institute dedicated to promoting Chinese culture and the Taoist

arts,

concerning the purpose of the translation presented here.
Very little is known of the author's, Li Ying-chang's, life. In the translator's Introduction he is placed in the twelfth century during the early Southem Sung dynasty. According to other sources, he flourished in the thirties of the thirteenth century. Be it as it
may, he is considered as the founder of the Action and Karma School of Taoism---one of
the five major schools into which contemporary Taoist sects can be divided, and the one

with most practitioners today-with the treatise T'ai-shang kan-ying p'ien, hete
translated as "Lao-tzu's treatise on the response of the Tao".

The Historical Introduction by Sean Dennison, a Westerner dedicated to Taoist
training, made disappointing reading. Why do practitioners of religions tend to be both
blind and deaf to all critical writings concerning their respective faiths? One would like to
think that introductions written to accompany religious texts translated in a series like this
one \ryere meant, as the blurb states, "to promote understanding and open discussion
between [...] faiths". Dennison's introduction made its points when presenting the five
schools of Taoism now operating but the treatment of Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu with the
texts attributed to them was pure hagiography.

The translator's Introduction by Eva Wong, also an initiate of Taoism, covers partly
the same ground as Dennison's Historical Introduction although, naturally, with more
emphasis on the translated text. There have been two earlier English translations by
Christian missionaries and Buddhist scholars: Douglas lægge in 1894, and Carus and
Suzuki in 1906. The translation consists of the ten chapters of The Response of the
Tao, and fifteen folk tales probably composed by later teachers of the Action and Karma
school to make the treatise morc accessible to the common practitioner. The response of
the Tao is part of the Taoist canon whereas the stories are not. The ten chapters are considered to be an essential guide on ethical living where the foundations ofpractice are
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laid by developing a disposition towa¡d goodness. The stories on their part arc divided by
the translator into three categories: those with a strong Taoist influence (written during the
Southern Sung and the early Ming dynasties), those that blend togethef Buddhism and
Taoism (wrinen during the late Ming and early Ch'ing dynasties), and those that a¡e more

Buddhist than Taoist. In the translator's opinion, the stories combining philosophy,
religion and folk wisdom were fundamental in making the School of Action and Karma
the most popular of the five schools. For centuries this treatise has been one of the most
widely read Taoist texts'
Throughout her Introduction the translator places the synthesis of Taoism, Buddhism
present
and Confucianism in folk religion somewhere in the late Ming dynasty. The
in folk
intermingled
practices
reviewer would suggest that at least Taoistic and Buddhistic
religion already since the beginning of the sung dynasty in 960. These are, however,
intricate matters.
The translation runs smoothly and all chapters and tales are concluded by translator's
notes elucidating the text. 12 woodcuts illustrates the translation.
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